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Action delayed,
Halloween policy unchang09
By Marc Chase
Senior Reporter
Negative images created by
Halloween riots in Carbondale, as
well as dealing with a changing
political system, were cited by SIU
administrators at a meeting
Thursday as reasons for the
University to re-evaluate it~ policies
in the continuing year.
SJUC President John Guyon, at a
press conference after the Board of
Trustees meeting convened yesterday. said University officials will
begin meeting in upcoming months
10 plan whal actions the school will
take for the I'.' "5 Halloween celebrntion.
Guyon said no Halloween policy
for next year has been adopted by
the University yet. He also said that
nothing should be ruled out as a
plan of action. but campus wi!,
probably not be closed down during
Halloween weekend a~ it wa~ in the
I990 academic year.

.. All items are on the table,''
Guyon said. "I don't see changing
the University calendar, however,
as an acceptable solution at this
point."
Guyon said in his report to the
Board· of Trustees that the actions
of a small number of rioters will
further taint the reputation the
University has accurnulated from )
Halloween festivities in the past.
Mob action ensued during
Halloween festivities on Oct. 29.
"Negative"' activities included the
use cf Mace by the police, individuals flipping cars and busines.~ property being damaged.
..The problem (mob action) was
one in psychology,'" said Guyon,
who observed the chaotic events.
"You had about a half-a-dozen people who caused the problems to
occur:·
"It was an example of mob psychology,'' Guyon said. "Now.

Attuned to nature .
Joe West, a mechanic of 10,yel!l!rs at Gator.Tire, u'rt1vers1ty Mall; works on a late-model
Honda Thursday afternoon. With ,-.Inter- appi-oachlng, West recommends having cars
tuned up and preparing them for cokl W9111her.

see BOT, page 7

IBHE misplaces burden of affqrd@li>ility~icial
By Marc Chase
Senior Reporter
A newly approved list of recommendations from the Illinois Boan!
of Higher Education to make college more affordable for students
and their families is acceptable. but
places too much of a funding burJen on college governing boards
acconling to an SIU administrator.
IBHE. an institution that makes
recommendations to state universitie~ on the operation of the institulions and recommends university
budgets, has reponed that the bur-

den for funding of college education has shifted from the state govemment to the shoulders of students and their families.
IBHE approved a report compiled by the ~ • s C?m~inee to
Study Affordab1hty which hsts severa] goals and recommendations to
make it easier for students and families to afford a college degree.
Jerry Blakemore, committee
chairman, said al a past IBHE
meeting that making education
affordable to students, especially
non-traditional students and
minorities, is the duty of IBHE as

well as all college governing •ducting carilpu~~referendums to. actual recommendations, such as
reallocating ftinds and offering
more financial aid, puts a large
ditiom,t_l!, and IJ!!,!ll?rili~s), onJl!e,,,,~.~,!pi~~;. ,
strain on unJV!!_f.Sity governing
average·,. have greater financial. --~'lbit~ ~j:alls for college boards.
~
need,'.: Blakern!>re s~id. '.'Many · admin~ftratio!(s.and gove111ing · _ "I agree with.most of.~ ~i_x.;.
must balance their desire to ~ boards; such as the SIU Board of pies of the repon and I thmk 11 1s a
an education with their job·and ··Trustees, to cut back on low priori- report we can live with," Haller
family responsibilities."
·ty programs 'and reallocate the said. "But aspects and language
Recommendations of the report money from these programs to within the report are veiy intrusive
include controlling "the growth and lessen the need for more tuition on the roles of college governing
fluctuation of tuition and fees," dollars.
boards."
increasing financial .aid, assisting
John Haller, SIU-associate chanHaller said the report requests
students in making betJer use of cellor for acadc;mic affairs, said he that governing boards fulfill rolls
their time and resources. to reduce agrees that colleges should be made
excess college exj,en~ and c::on- . ~ affordable to students but the see lBHE. page 7

boards.
. poll student's opinions on tuition
"These students (mainly non-tra- ,.and fee ~-proposed by cam-

Guyon to stuc;ly subpoen8$ _

By Bill Kugelberg

television network affiliates in the

Associate Student Editor

area. were served with subpoenas

SJUC President John Guyon
responded Thursday to subpoenas
issued to the Daily Egyptian and
WSIU-TV la~t week by saying he
would investigate the matter.
The two University-affiliated
media outlets. along with the
Southern Illinoisan and the three

Gus~e•

~-~
~

last week to tum over all still photos and videotape footage of the
Halloween celebration to the
Carbondale Police Department.
Guyon, who has been in Chicago
this week, said he want~ 10 talk to
University Legal Counsel before
commenting on what will happen
··1 will look into the matter:·
Guyon said. "I.haven't-had a
chance to look at the aciual subpoena yet so I don't have any comment
on it. I plan to meefwilh University
Counsel tomorrow.''
SIU Chancellor 'James Brown
said he wouldn't be offering any
guidance-to Guyon on,the issue

unless.asked. • , • .:
,, -of
"I was
Chicago when I first
-•' learned about it (the subpoena)," he

in

said. "If I need to know anything
about it, I'll ask John Guyon."
He said the University would follow the dictates of the law.
Guyon said the University would
Gus saya Hear no evil. See no be involved with the Daily
evil. Subpoena no evil. ,
Egyptian's subpoena because the

9 Days Wonder finds its way
lo

Carbondale Saturday

NAAQ_P request denied
.: cJUe~ tdtunmet guidelines-

newspaper is a· part ~f SIUC. '. ···
"It is a bal~ing," quyon S?id.
"We want the independent:opera-,ion of the Daily Egyptian, but-the
newspaper lives within the
University. There ha~ to be some
relationship between the DE and
the administration."
''.
The Daily Egyptian policy and
review board, which is trulde up_ of
professional journalists, faculty and
students, states in it~ guidelines that
-its purpose is to "provide a means
of over-all supervision of the newspaper that will at once remove it
from direct control of college or
University administration, or the/
student governing body, or the
trustees, and at the same time maintain the necessary administrative
controls to meet the legal responsibilities·that ultimately vest in the·
trustees."
. .,
David_ Derge, political science
professor- mid'lihlversity president '
when die guidelines were adopted in·
1974, said the board,was estab-

-~tv&,{~; :· :_•~ -·

By Chad

Anderion

ic election, and it was tough to
tell if they wero really a good
organization or a wolf in a
• Patrick Smith; Gradual~ and stieep's clothing."
Professional Student Council'/;- : The guidelines for funding
president, said Thursday that a from GPSC state at least 75 perrequest by_SIUC~s NAACP, ce11t of,the members in.the
chaptedor:$2;000 in opera-··_, :group must be graduate students
tional funds was' rejected and _the llfficials must be elected
becauselhe gr9up. wanted through a democratic process.
exception,fiom'tlie guidelines
-, '':The_request looked kind of
for RSO funding.
. . , ,· _fishy. The numbers reflected
The ·chap!er reqt1este~_- t~~ , ,they ~nsidered ~veiy African~
funds at, a GPSC meeting .American (on campus) a mem0
Wednesday night for opera-,. her," Smith said. "~y using
tional cost~,of the organization.. those numbers, they C<!uldn't
The council votoo against;the ' say they were a broad:~ased
request:by a vote·'H·3~27i,.with organization.'' . _ . : ..
, five ,members· a6stainiiig from
"It seemed, there were two
the.vote:- ~-' . " ' ' . , - '
ways they ·could ha"'.e
and
0
. -~:someone;q~~stio11~d how they
be~_een tl!e ,
'they (NAAC:P) elected their two of•them,, It seemed there. -.
Staff Reporter": •• :

0

flip floppe~

gone;
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JORDAN, ISRAEL SIGN RATIFIED PEACE TREATY 17EMACH, Israel-A beaming King Hussein, making his first public visit
to Israel, stq,ped out of a helicopter Wednesday into a throng of cheering
scboolchildreo waving lsraeli and Jordanian flag£. Hussein's contact with
non-official lsraelis wa-; brief. His short walk led to the manicured grounds
of Beil Gabriel, a cullural center on the shores of the Sea of Galilee built by
Geta Sherover, a wealthy philanthropist At a gilt-edged table on the lalreside, in the mellow glow of a late afternoon sun, Hussein and Israeli Prime
Minister Yitzhak Rabin signed ratified copies of the lsraeli-Joroanian peace
treaty fust signed Oct 26 in the Arava Desen, with President inton a<; a witness. The Jordanian Senate ratified the treaty Wednesday. Thursday morning, four hows before Hussein and Rabin met, the two nations opened a new
border crossing over the Jordan River about 60 miles north of Jemsalem.

•

KUWAITIS TAKEN IN GULF WAR STILL MISSINGKUWAIT CITY-Although the 625 Kuwaitis arrested during the sevenmonth Iraqi occupation of 1990-91 are known collectively here as "the prisoners of war," their fates in fact are unknown. Some may be in Iraqi jails;
others probably are dead. llleir disappearance has devastated families.
reached deeply into society and created a pervasive sense of unfinished business in Kuwait. 11le slogan ''We Will Never Forget You~ is seen everywhere - on the windshields of cars, on the door of the Kuwait Airways ticket office and or. the annual repon of the Central Banlc. Kuwait's missing are
so emblazoned in public consciousness that they are muzzling a government that wants to open up its rhetorical guns on Saddam Hussein, the Iraqi
president.
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MANY STATES CURBING INSANITY DEFENSES-

11~:im~iti1£,.«.J:,1-thJtt.he:10tt'fl'!mll::

Stop Arresting Sick People!
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HUGE SELECTION OF
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H-1-KING BOOTS

TIMBERLAND

November 15, 1994
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Call or write NORML .
today for more

REEBOK

NIKE

-

106 S. Illinois Ave• CARBONDALE
Across from Old Train Depot

.

-

guilty of any crime, but yet had lo receive the approval of a judge for any
freedom he wa-; to be allowed in the future, more than a dozen psychiatric
professionals are supporting his release. Fentress' case is at the center of an
ongoing public reappraisal .m the question of just how equitable the insanity defense is, and how successfully it can serve both the cause of justice
and the needs of the public good. In an attempt to answer some of those questions, municipalities across the United States have been fine-tuning their
laws. lbere have been more than 100 different insanity-defense refonns
in 34 separate jurisdictions across the country in that time, with three states
abolishing the insanity defense altogether. About 15 other states have
created Jaws that allow criminals to plead "guilty but mentally ill." In
these states, the lawbreakers end up in jail for a designated period of time
but still have a right to treatment for the mental condition.

information.

Guaranteed Best Prices • (AVAllABLE UP TO SIZE 16)
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~ind out what you .
can do to help!

NEW YORK-Some 15 years later after accused tonurer and killer Alben
Fentress was placed in a curious criminal twilight zone in which he was not

(Ar\Jtoe.e">..:t.Nt1>t~~-r~I,'

HOLIDAY-RELATED STRESS AFFECTS PARENTSOnly six weeks before Christmas, what exper..s call "parent-burnout
seawo" is reaching its z.enith. We burn out when we expect too much from
Ouistrna:; and Ollllielves at Ouistmas, said Ruth wban, a counselor who
ba<i developed an audio tape on burnout for people who are too busy to read
a boot. Ironically, one of the best things we can do is embrace the ~
early and start making plans as soon as those commercial decorations go up,
she said. wbao said sometimes, children bum out, too - especially when
their parents park them too long in day care in order to accomplish all their
wks. Despite the ba<isles, we need to involve our children in shopping,
budgeting. cookie-making and bousecleaniog. she added.

Mon-Sat t0-8 pm
Sun 12-s pm
529-3097

WHITE HOUSE SHOOTER HOT OVER CRIME BILL-

1. Your Girlfriend Will Be Here.. .
2. Your Boyfriend Will Be Here.. .
3. Your Mother Would Hate It Herel

THIS WEEKEND:

Dance, Dan~ Dance
...Drink, Drink, Drink
...Mingle, Mingle, Mingle
You Get The Picture!

·5
7

. Fair Warning

Cl

z

<
a:

C)

•

A Tribute to Van Halen

~ Bud,
Bud Light, 'Rolling
Rock, Miller 1:-,ite,

WASHINGlON-Two months before he allegedly opened fire on the
White House. Francisco Martin Duran called the office of Sen. Ben
Nighthorse Campbell, of Colorado, and threatened to come to W$hington
'io take someone out" in anger over passage of the crime bill, officials in
the senator's office said Wednesday. Duran, apparently frustrated that
Campbell, a Democrat, voted to pass the bill, which banned the sale of
military-style semiautomatic rifles, telephoned Campbell's Colorado Springs
office Aug. 23 and "began ranting" at ooe of the aides, said Carol C. Knight,
the senator's press director.

. -from Dally E ~ !fire~

Accuracy Desk
If readers spot an error in a ne\VS article. they can contact ihci°'Daily
Egyptian Accur.icy Desk at 536-3311. extension 233 or 228.
·
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ROTC -honors-- veterans
with holiday ceremony
By Benjamin Golshahr

but a very imponanl one."
He said Veteran's Day is an
imporlant day which evokes
memories of the past while recognizing the importance nf the
military in our count,y 1od.iy.
"I think it's a wonderful tradition chat. in a small way. allows
us to remember the people that
made our military a~ strong as it
is today:· he said.

Staff fleporter

The SIUC ROTC program
and Academic Affairs will
sponsor a Ve1eran's Day ceremony at the Old Main Flag Pole
al 3 p.m. today in honor of the
nation's men and women who
have served in the military.
The ceremony will begin with
a cannonade. pcrfonned hy the
Anny ROTC and the national
anthem will follow.
After the Pledcc of
Allegiance is read. the~ will he
three guest speakers.
Carbondale Mavor Nei I
Dillard, Ed Sawyer. p·residenl of
SIUC's undercraduate student
government. and David Kenney.
a World War II veteran and a
fonner SIUC professor of political science, will speak.
The SIUC Veteran's Club will
present a wreath once the guest
speakers have finished. The Air
Force ROTC will "Retire the
Colors" (lower the flag) and a
:i I-gun salute will conclude the
ceremony.
Captain Barry R.J. Cheyne.
an assistant SIUC professor of
aerospace studies in the U.S. Air
Force. or<.;anizcd this year's ccremonv.
"This ceremonv will focus on
remembering th~ veterans and
their contributions to military
service and protecting our country:· he said.
·1nc theme 'You arc not forgotten· is a very trJditional one.

"I think it's a shame
that we only have
one day to think
about and celebrate our veterans."
-Shamori Battle
"We remember !hose who
preserved our countries freedom
and peace."
Chcvne said ahoul 80 cadets
from bo1h the Army and Air
Force ROTC programs will participale in the ceremony.
"Some will be standing in
:ormation. some will be in a
color guard - !heir job will be
to serve and protect Che flag:· he
said.
"There's a seven person rifle
team. done exclusively by Che
Army. Chae docs the 21-gun
salute:·
Chris Williams. co-chairperson for the Vc1cran·s Day
Celebration at chc SIUC

Veterans Club, said•this campus
is very supportive and aware of
veterans due to its substantial
military population.
"We have over 1,670 veterans. natiunal guardsmen, and
reservists."' he said.
"This isn't counting the
ROTC students."
Williams. a veteran of the
U.S. Ma1ine Corps. said the
Vc1cran's Day ceremony is
important. because it shows
SIUC's suppon of veteran
accomplishment~.
'Tm glad that it's done," he
said. "It recognizes the people
who risked their life or gave up
a few years of their life defending their count,y."
He said the ceremony also a
recognizes those of the who are
still serving their count,y.
'There's guys out there walking the wall every day:·
Williams said.
"Ifs one day out of the year
1hat these guys get honored."
Shamori Bactlc. a freshman in
administration of justice from
Chicago and an Air Force
ROTC student. said veterans
deserve more than one day of
honor.
"I think it's a shame that we
only have one day to think
about and celebrate our velerans:· he said.
"Thcy·vc done more for chis
counlrv. boch in che U.S. and
abroad. than most people in

Staff Photo by Michael J. Desist!

Drum roll, please
International student president Limratanamongkol Paisan, a
senior in finance, along with Piyachat Satarat, a sophomore
in hotel management, practice the Klongyao, a popular
acoustic drum made in their home of Thailand.

see VETERANS, page 6

e·usiness college holds festivities-~for pride week
By Diane Dove
Staff Reporter

Black, lntcre,ced in Business. an
SlliC student Or<,!ani1.ation. hope,
co promote che assecs of Che
College
of
Business
Atlminislracion (COBAJ and the
Univcrsit\ next 11·cck when it kick,
off che 4th annual COBA Pride
Weck.
The festivities. which will run
Sundav throu!!h Thur,dav. will
!.:gin {,·ith chc ~mnual COB.A has•

kctball coumamcnt Sunday night.
Michael Haywood. director of
minority programs and COBA
undergraduate recruitment. said
events~ such a~ the ba~kctball tournamc nt and 1he Wednesday night
howling toumamenl generate feelings of group pride and unity.
"le "iYcs individuals a chance to
relate ~o people in a ~un-academil'
scllinc:· he said.
Ha;•wood said all the COBA
Pride Weck events an: g<'arcd
toward impro\·ing the image of the

Non-Violent group continues
protest as numbers decrease
By Kellie Huttes
Senior Reporter .

In a founh day of protest. about
15 students and memhcrs from the
Non-Violenc
Coordinating
Commillce marched from the
SIUC Student Center co the
Anthony Hall courtyard and
chanced for their rights from 11
a.m. to noon Thursday.
The group planned to protest at
che SIU Board of Trustees meeting
al lhc ccnlcr. but due to a short
agenda che meecing was over by
II a.m.
The group. wi1h fewer members
than in previous days. continued lo
chant ... We are fighting for our
right,. once again."
Tyronex Gray, spokesman for
the group. saiJ ~udcnts' rights are
heing violated and should he
addressed by lhe administration.
Gray said he wants to speak
with administrators Harvey Welch.
vice president for student aifairs.
James Tweedy. vice president for
administration.
Benjamin

Shepherd. vice pre~ident for acadc m ic affairs. Harriet Wilson
Barlow. assislant director of scudent development. -Seymour
Bryson. execuci vc assistant for
affim1ativc action. SIUC presidcnl
John Guyon and Che media.
Guyon. who retm ned to SIUC
Thursday from a conference. said
Welch extended an invitation lo
mec1 with Gray and students. but
Gray refused.
"I assume they are fonnulating
a plan," he said. "I will be responsive lo their needs a~ much a~ the
Universily allows."
One group member attempted 10
speak with Guyon during the
protest Thursday. but another
group member stopped him.
"They're (the administralionJ
willing lo talk on their terms and I
wane them 10 talk on our terms and
take immediaie action on our
needs."' Gray said. "I don·c want co
hear 'We'll gel to chis soon: I
want now.''

see PROTEST, 1>3ge 6

college.
··cOBA Pride Weck is geared
toward increasine students· awareness of hiscory of accomplishment~
of the College of Business
Adminiscration." he said.
"There's a certain amounl of
pride and awareness that each
mcmhcrofSIU should have:·
Haywood said COBA needs the
celebracions lo shed• negative
images of the Univcrsicy.
"People hear a lot of rnychs abouc
SIU - chat ic's a pally school ....

but nobody really speaks abouc the
good things about the individuals
chat have graduated from SIU lhat
go and take on high-level positions. positions of status in corpo•
rate America. the community and
all walks of life.·· he said.
"Most of the lime. what vou
hear is Halloween ihal
Halloween is a big pany time for
SIU. We like 10 help dispel all che
negative imagery surrounding the
University:·
Among che things celebrated

during Che week. Haywood said. is
the college's high accreditation by
the American Assembly Collegiate
School of Businesses.
··ouc of approximately I .400
business programs. we ranked
82nd in the nation:· he said.
..That's somethinl! to blow vour
horn about."
·
Though the pride week focuses
on che College of Business.
Haywood said he hopes the whole

see COBA, page 6

Security needs addressed
sooner:· he said.
The fight took place ac che
facility be1wcen 8 p.m. and 9:20
p.m.
Nie Howell. spokesman for
Illinois prisons, said 36 inmaies
believed to be involved in the
By Dean Weaver
incident were moved from lhe
Senior Reporter
facility. Two inmates were taken
to a hospital. with 1wo workers
Prison guard representatives slightly injured.
claim the Nov. 8 fights al the
Jay Merchant, correcti.onal
Vienna Correctional Facility counselor for the Vienna prison,
could have been brought under said he heard reports that the
control fa~ter if security had been fighc. which occurrr-d oulSide, at
adequate for the number of one point had 50 inmates walkinmates al the facility.
ing with clubs made from splitRon Pius. staff rcpresentalive rail fences.
for the American Federation of
He also said up to 200 inmates
State, County and Municipal may have been out~ide during the
Employee.~. said the layout of the fight
minimum security facility in
Howell said the Vienna facility
Vicnnr.. combined with the 80- has the second-best worker-topercent inmate increase since inmate ratio in 'the state, with
March. is causing problems.
26.5 workers for every· I 00
Pius· said •he prison changed inmates.
from one person per room to a
Merchant said despite the high
1wo-person setup in July 1994. ratio, the prison is understaffed.
pulling the workers in a tense·sit"We need to ha\·e one officer
uacion.
per wing and a sergeant in every
"Had there been more staff. I building. One officer can't watch
think the fights that broke out · two wings - especially now.
1his week could have. been stilled with double celling," he said.

Vienna prison
guards request
staff increase

Merchant said the prison ·s
gang problems have been amplified by placing two prisoners in
each room. and the physical layout of the prison makes it Cough
to control.
Pitts said the cells resemble
college campus dorm rooms
because each prisoner ha, a key
co his room. and there are no
bars on lhe windows. so it is difficult 10 have a lockdown.
Merchant said there are no
fences. gun towers or security
check poinlS like those found ac
medium-security prisons.
This makes controlling the
increasing gang fights even
tougher, he said.
"When you take members of
street gangs and put them in a
campus-like !=nvironment, you're
going to have problems." he
said.
Howell said the Vienna prison
was one of the la~t prisons in lhe
state to undergo double celling.
"We.have so many prisoners
that we riiusl go to double
celling," he said.
Howell said there are no plan~
to change anything at the prison
at 1his time.
- ·
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Republicans cause
upset around nation
IN TUESDAY'S ELECTIONS, REPUBLICANS
caused a tidalwave that swept the whole country. With a
Republican majority in both the U.S. House and the U.S. Senate,
President Bill Clinton will have to sink or swim the next two
years.
It was obvious the American voters want to sec more things get
completed. The voters delivered a message the whole world
heard: If the Democrats cannot deliver change maybe the
Republicans will by promoting less government or less liberal
government. The next two years will be a testing period for both

partiestogether
lo see ifonthey
willimportant
put asid.!issues
their differences
andcare
actually
work
more
such as health
and
welfare reform. balancing a national budget and crime.
WITH BIG-NAME DEMOCRATS, SUCH AS HOUSE
Speaker Thomas Foley, D-Wa,;h. and former House Ways and
Means Committee Chairman Dan Rostenkowski, losing their
scat,; on Tuesday, voters sent a clear message to Washington. The
almost-impossible dream of a Republican nationwide victory
became a reality, and now Washington has to prepare for the onset of leaning more right than left. Incumbent Democrats who
survived the sweep are coming to terms with the fact that they.:
will have to work with.the Republicans who will now chair and
control congressional committees. This two-year testing period~
for President Clinton will be the toughest of his presidency.

In order for House Republicans to keep their pledges to the
voters. or what they called "Contmct with America," they will
have to work with Clinton and the incumbent Democrat,; in both
houses. This "contract" was fom1ed as a campaign ploy. but
ohviously carries some weight with the voters. Republicans
have pledged to cut a variety of taxes. including those for the
wealthy. increase defense spending and try to eliminate the
federal ddicit. This contract also wants to take action on term
limits and a balanced budget. These ideas arc grand and
workahk. but Republicans will. again. have to work with
Clinton and the Democrats to get anything passed. If the
Repuhli~ans fail to work with everyone else. an emerging thin!
pany is not that far off.

Letters to the Ed1·+or
~

Hoops t·1c•~e·ts
h'ar:d
to come by
I\!
I
1

As the SIU Men's basketball
season is about to get underway,
the ticket process brought some
queslions to my mind. First of all.
the ticket office changed one of the
most organized basketball ticket
processes 10 a first come first serve
basis. This gives no benefit to
those of us who purchased our
alhletic passes early. But I put that
question behind me after I saw the
short line at 8:00 in the morning.
Then to my surprise they had
already siarted selling tickets
before 8:00 even though the ad in
lhe DE said 8:30. Just anolher sci
back. but 1 got over it because I
lhought I would still have a grcal
selection for my ·scats. Bui
somehow. even though I W,L~ tenth
in line. almost all of lhe lower

seals were taken. How could 1his
be? When I asked the women at
the office she said lhat the season
ticket holders already had their
scats. But I am a season ticket
holder I said. She replies that the
alumni season ticket holders
already have their scats. So in
order for me to get my firsl choice
of seats for my school's team I
have to graduale first. Makes a lot
of sense. Yes the alumni give
money to this school. but I have a
bursars bill that say I do to.
Well at lca.~I I would be able to
gel front row in the so called
"s1udcnt section" right? Wrong! I
was 1hcn told the alumni had their
choice of scats anywhere. this
included my scclion. section L. I
just think thal it is amazing th:it we

cannot have an organized studenl
section for just students to sit so
we can support our team. I love
Saluki basketball and I wish I
could sit in a seclion where
everybody else is exci1ed to sec lhc
team as my friends and I arc. 1
envy schools like Duke and even
other Missouri Valley schools like
Illinois S1:11e that sell tickets in one
panicular section just for MudenK
This year. I don't want 10 hear any
complainls from anyone in Section
L about standing during lhc games
or being rowdy. If you choose lo
sit 1hcrc. you heller be ready for
lhc fans of scclion L.

-Ke,·in

Hegurty,

Junior,

Radio/Tele,·islon

Basketball -equals big business
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Lett~1i t9 tll~ ~t~!2IP.~:~•"" "' ,. >: ),· ~"".,.;,~ .
Go·sall.lkis!. ShowsUpp,o~tt]i§:~k'.06~·
What can you say _about :1
football team that holds a I ~
record going into the final two
games of the season'!
. ,:
Many would believe at this.point
that th~ so cal1ed··•enthusiastic..
season Jlas:gone down the drain
after the Salukis suffereil another
Joss. !l's all ovcr·and don't event
think about it anymore.
Some would say. '"Let's wait for
the 1995 season to come." As for
me. I can only see hope. hope and
more hope.
I am proud of the way our
football team has played despite
their 1-8 record so for because I
know they arc still a team of
players who arc still maturing
under a team of new and dedicated
coaches.
Like I mentioned in my previous
letters about our football team. I
have hccn following SIU\ football
progrJm since the fall semester of
1991 which was under the
supervision of head coach. Bob
Smith at that time. I really enjoyed
the 1991 sc:1son when we finished
with a 7-4 record and c:ime close to
earning a hcnh into the post season.
Luck changes after that for 1.s:
when we fell to -4-7 and 2-9 in the'
1992
and
1993
seasons

respectively•. What a:disastet! · up! i-emain·-liuirible. keeP. their
Nevenheless, I can tell you right determiiiatfon going1·-hanfiough,
n_ow that 1994 is_the ~ l Ye:1i-· f<t an~ _c~nli!)tie.~o j,Jii{prou~Jj),ill
me and I have e~Joyed hstennw.t<?· b1; __ ;a ~a11p~1ng.:.:task !rn.t:.not
the D~wg~· gallJes Of_"\VCIL-J:M i!l)PQ~s~~l~. to con991;r. ~ny11Jing
radio ":hile attend mg 2 h<?me -can happe11;on Satuiw.y. NQ.tc;_mber
game.~ so far. Last Saturday's)?- · 12:1 belieye_with_"all my ~c;art:that
33 defeat at the hands of the thc·Dawgs•will be·able to:risc·to
South,vest" Missouri State Bears the occasion this weekend.;;.:.::,::::_
mark thej:ig~th ll_ls_s..~f the season
Funhennore. J·can fecl'irdeep
fortht:S!!h1ki_s. ·_·: f- ··
inside me thut thc.Salukis.wilL.win
The Dawgs·have:riow Jost to the their first home game since lieating
Bears for the eighth straight year. Washburn 46-14 on September:.5;
have _lost eight straight h_ome- 1993. and will hand the ~anthcr,;'of
corning games. have lost 11 of their Nonhern Iowa their first" Gateway
last 12 games which include lo~~. this season, and willJinish the··
dropping their last three gami,s ip, 1994 scason;on·a brighbjqien).is
the 1993 season. have losdevcn• dill"notioolatctofinishhigliirithe
straight Gateway Conferciice Gateway conference.
games, and look destined to finish
I' II he your 12th man this
last in the Gatewav Conference for weekend for sure and I want to
the second stmighi year and four of send a "die hard'" message to all
the la~t six years. What a record!
you loyal Saluki football fans out
This wei:kcnd. the Dawgs will there. "Let's fill up every single
face an uphill t,t,k against another ~cat at the McAndrew Stadium for
Gateway foe. the Panthers of one la,t home game and cheer the
Northern Iowa. who ha\'c just Dawgs to a victory over the
clinched the Gateway crown for the Gateway champion. Northern
fifth consecutive season. What an Iowa,'" This weekend will be a
unblemished record! The only weekend to remember! The
refuge we can take in this match up barking of the aggressive Dawg is
is that we arc playing them at getting louder! Go get •em Dawgs!
home.
-Ahin Tan, senior, international
I hope the Dawgs will stay fired marketing

Administrator discusses HaUoween
The good news about Halloween
student body were on "the strip"
and only I percent were involved in
the vandalism Saturday night (OcL
29). Perhaps th~ 99 percent can
influence-the- I percent to improve
their judgment and maturity level.
Comments made recently
indicate that some participants may
have been asleep in high school
Civics class when law and order
was discussed. When a police
officer gives a direct order ( to get
indoors. for example), this is not a

DOYO~:ri;;;~:;;!:~:~

simply could•not handle the sense
of anonymity and power that comes
from being part of a large crowd. In
fact, it only took a handful t~ lead
the "o~e_perccnters" down the road
tostup1dtty. , •"·., .... ,. •· .. .,. ••.•.. ,
h is amazing• haw so few can
embarrass and endanger so many
for so little reason! At such times
one would so well to remember that
it only takes a split second to do
something you will regret for the
rest of your life.
.

suggestion. An officer must be
obeyed promptly and without
argument. If action is unjust. you
can file a complaint at a later time.
Understanding that simple fact of
law can save you from being
"maced," or from-worse. trouble,
such as arrests for resisting an
officer.
This year's crowd was much
more sober than in previous years,
thanks to the restrictions on alcohol
sales. Consequently,
more
participants exercised better
judgment. ~e "one percenters"

1994 is th.31 only JO perceni of the

,it~ .PUMPKINS TO CARRIAGP
us.-... --

...,., .. ·.··:{jJ.1:,: :L OLD CARS TO NEW•-···
.f?.. ... ··
COME TO

;,\: :WE'-Lt WORK MAGIC FdR·YOU!

~~·Cti;.i~

-Lawrence A. Juhlin,·-1ate
vice president, student affairs

Celebration alt~rnatives out there

NEW AND USED AUTOMOBILE LOANS

organize an alternative.
(1995-1989)
The students have proven year
24 IIOS 6.50% APR 36 MOS 7.00% APR 48 MOS 7.50% APR
after year that they are going to
60 months available for
party. Carbondale has seen 20,000
1217W. Main
.
.. . . .
Post Office Box 2888
people on Halloween with less
Cmboiidale.
lL62902-2888
problems than 2,000 angry students
indude ref'mancing cur•
caused. Work with them to make
:.· . ' ·_ Tel 618457-3595
rent Credit U~ion loans.
Halloween a positive, money
.
,, .
.
Fax 618-529-2802
making tradition. It doesn't have to .
be a drunken, hateful riot where .
everyone loses. The combative
attitude reflected this weekend wa~
your own fault, Jeff Doherty. The
police shouldn't have to bear the
brunt of your failure to realize the
untapped potcntial'of city ahd the
University.

Instead. we lost revenue and
instilled resentmenL
Several other universities have
"Oktoberfcs:" Jypc celebrations
every year. They have concerts and
games in a more family oriented
atmosphere. We have the·resource.~
to stage an ·event such as this, but
the short-sighted city council
apparently does not sec this as a
solution.
After the Halloween restrictions
were passed, the students were
angry and did stupid things in
drunken rage. This is because
restrictions incite resentment
among the people. This is
especially true when resolutions
pass with out any chance to

Jeff Doheny. the city Manager. is
defending his failed Halloween
restrictions. Make no mistake. This
weekend (Halloween weekend)
wa~ a disa~ter for the city and the
unfortunate events of the past
weekend arc direct result of the
City Council's lack of vision.
Halloween weekend was, and
still is. a potential gold mine for the
City of Carbondale. However, the
council tried to combat a negative
with :mother negative. By
introducing this year's Halloween
resolutions so late. they effectively
eliminated the rebuttal process.
Halloween could have been an
opportunity for the city to make
money and create a positive image.

... 100% FINANCING AVAILABLE~""'"

.
II

-April Evers, senior, advanced ·
tech studies

Leave race out of ~news reporting, I find it extremely offensive that who may ha_vc an even fleeting
the Daily Egyptian find it resemblance to these.superficial
necessary to identify the ethnicities and incomplete identifications. •
of individuals featured in the
More specifically, in the October
articles when the race has 31 issue, senior reporter Mark
absolutely no bearing on the Chase. wrote.an article about a
situation being ponrayed.
fight that erupted in the· Student
This type of ·reporting has Center. lit his repon Chase makes a
become habitual in your paper · point : !)f nothing thal· . the
because on more · than one . individuals involved in· .the
occasion, I've noted the use or· skirmish were "African Ameri~
descriptions idJntifying criminal can.''.
.·
.
_
....:
suspects as "a Black Male· in his · , ., J consider this type of repiining
twenties wearing a sweatshin''. or to·, be racially bi:isc.d because, it
"a Black male approximately six tends to fuel stereotypes of Africaii
feet tall with short hair:·· Sucli . Am·e.ric:ins as violent and.,diss
vague descriptions have no place ·"rupth•c..
. . _,in responsible journalism· because_.. · Furthermore, this particular issue
they promote hysteria :md· was ·devoted to co_vcrnge of the
encourage individuals to be wary chaotic Halloween weekend.
nf every African American person However. your paper fails. to
~
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· ideniify the. individ~als involved·
with flipping the car in the First
Natiojial:par_king. lot as caucasian,
Nor. did . you: identify·, the
ethnicities of any of the other' .
people involved in the ·weekend's_·
shcnanig;ins. If your paper insists
on being•
!:descriptive" in its
coverage,-,, then racial/cthnk·
'. labeling shnuld be used in" all of::.
>the :irticles not• just· articles, .
; :fnvolviiig"minorities. · -'· , .. · ':. ; _}
_:·_ On the: other hand, a more·•
· reasonable approach-would·bc to,
:· utilize such description only in·: ·
'..situations. whcn· .. rncial/e~hnic,
·identification is:lcgiti,nat~ly,,:
relcvam to the story being featured,:'.·
.... _,,-:_<, ,.• _ · • . ·. .. . .• • . r:· ':
_· __:_Tr1frii N.iGl'ay;i graduate:'
. 'student;' pre-med·'. ,. ',.,, r·. '<"
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COBA, from page 3
University will participate.
.
• campus to talk '!it~ individu~ls
"The long term goal is for tt to , from student admisSJons, financial
be nor just a COBA Pride Week, aid and representatives from the
but an SIU Pride Week,"~ said
College
of
Business
"Eventually we'd like to see this Administration," he said
spread throughout the SIU cam"It's an oppoJt¥11ity to introduce
pus."
prospective students to the
Another pride week eve~t, University regardless of if they're
Prospective Student Day, w_tll going to be business majors."
bring students from commumty
Shannon May, vice president of
colleges and high schools through- BIB and a sophomore in finance,
out Southern Illinois to the said the organizalion has sponsored
University for a tour Tuesday, the festivities since 1991.
Haywood said.
The success of a COBA Pride
"That will be an opportunity for Day celebration during spring
those students to visit the SIU

1991 inspired the group to expand
the festivities into a weekly celebration for the fall, May said
The theme of the upcoming celebration, which BIB spent the past
year planning, is "COBA:
Bridging the Gap Between College
and Corporate America," May
said.
"We feel that it best captures the
theme of COBA," she said.
"COBA gives you the communication skills and other important
aspects you need to work in the
corporate world"

from page aWhy is it that hundreds of people who can't stand
country music, never listen to country stations and never
dance - come out and dance up a storm at Fred's?
Because Fred's is "UNIQUE." Fred's celebrates their
customers and the customers become the event.
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from page a-

-Paul Wulldtt,WBAI RADIO
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CHRISTOPHER LLOYD !ED
A surprisingly safe, simple test
that may accurately detect
Al2heimcr's disease before symptorn.~ begin is being developed by a
rcscarch team in Boston. lfit works
a.; expected. the test will be a major
:,dvance. the first reliable way to
diagnose a disease that has ruined
memory function in millions of
people worldwide. At present, an
:111111psy is the only definitive way
1,1 continn Alzheimer's.
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Behind the lllfnois Centre
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Janet Wilkaitis, mother of a former SIUC student. was witnessing
the protest and agreed the students
should lead a demonslration
defending their rights. which she
said are being overlooked.
She said her main concerns were
unfair tuition increa,;es and reverse
discrimination on campus.
"One time they (the administration) did our student~ dog-dirty and
r.tlsed tuition on them in the middle
of the year," she said. "They're
always raising our kid~• tuition."
Wilkaitis was unable to furnir:1
dates of the alleged tuition raises.
Gray said people need to know
what they are marching for before
becoming involved.
Elbert Covington, a retired SIUC
building service employee. said he
joined the march because he
believes in free speech and rights
for all, although he did not know
the rea~ons surrounding the protest
The protest. which began as a
reaction after Khallid Abdul
Muhammad's speech at the Black
Affairs Council Leadership
Conference Saturday, started
Monday and will continue every
day from l I aDL to noon until student right~ are addressed, he said.

Alzheimer's test
being developed·

5~1ALl5T
SYLVESTER

(lmc

PROTEST,

their whole lives."
William Boyle, a senior in electrical engineering from Sycamore
who is an Air Force ROTC student
and veteran of the Marine Corps.
said all citizens, not just those who
served in the armed forces, should
respect and honor Veteran's Day.
"It's a time all citizen's should
honor the veterans - the work !hey
did ... he said.
"They should remember those
who died so they could live in freedom."
The ceremony is sponsored by
SIUC's Academic Affairs office
and SIUC's ROTC program.
After the ceremony. a reception
will be he!d at the Air Force ROTC
building, located at 807 S.
Univer.;ity Ave.
At 6 p.m. the SIUC Veteran's
Club is sponsoring another reception for veterans at the American
Legion Post 515. located at 205 N.
Illinois Ave.
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BOT, from page 1 - - - - when speaking 10 people, we have
to convince them and \\ eigh all the
good things that harpen at the
University against wha; happened
(on llallowccn,."
Guyon said in a report to th~
board that despite riots that took
place in Carbondale Oct. 29, the
rest of Halloween weekend was
calm and uneventful.
"I am pleased to announce that
Thursday Friday, Sunday and
Monday (of the Halloween
cclcbr:ition
activities
in
Carbondale) were well contained
and student~ were relatively calm,"
Guyon said. 'The same cannot be
said for Saaunlay."
The need for the University to
acclimate itself to the newly
elected politicians on the state and
national level was tiic message in
SIU Chancellor James Brown's

report to the board.
"With every election we have to
learn a new game that we have to
play," Brown said. "Sometime
soon we (SIU) arc going to have to
find out what game we have to play
to ask for funding for the next

year."
All
public
univcrsaucs,
including SIUC, make requests for
funding from the state legislature
every year. The money public
institutions arc given becomes part
of the University's operations
budget for that fiscal year and is
subject to approval by the Illinois
legislature and the governor.
Brown said in the Illinois
gubernatorial race, the University
could have adjusted to either
candidate, Gov. Jim Edgar or
unsuccessful candidate Dawn
Cla1k Netsch, hut he expressed

happiness at the re-election of

Edgar.

Come see us for great gifts such as:

"Fortunately, Gov. Edg;:r is a
friend of education," Brown said
Brown said he was cot a
political expert and could not
predict how the new wave of
Republicans that were elected lo
political office Tuesday will affect
University operations. But he said
SIU has always been able to
change to fit the "law of the land."
At the end of his report Brown.
who announced over the summer
his plans for retirement when a
successor for his office is found,
said the pool of applicants for SIU
chancellor currently numbers 40.
The deadline for applicants to th,!
top University position is Dec. 1,
1994, at which time the board will
begin to evaluate the applicant~ and
decide upon a finalist, Brown said..

Cigarette and cigar cases, pipes
and accessories, cigars, coffees and morel
Gift certlfic.ites available.

200 W. Monroe

~HIGION AND HOM~~~XUAlirf:
rowA~D AN~W ~A~ADWM1
Jews, Christians, and Muslims
in Conversation
Monday, November 14, 1994 7:30p.m.
St. Andrew's Episcopal Church
402 West Mill, Carbondale

GUIDELINES, from page 1 - - - - swercd than answered, bur i think
thcv couldn't ;mswcr them without
sh~rin"0 rhcm'ielves in the foot "
· Dara Lawyer, SIUC NAACP
vice-president, saict rbe guidelines
were nor mcl. bur th,~ orga11iz.ition
should have t-ecn excluded from
those guidelines.
"The requirc-menr for a 75perccni p.:aduate mcmhership
w,tsn·t mer. bur I don't think they
(GPSf") were listening to our
a1p1111cnt." ,he said. "When the
~uid.-lrnc, for RSOs wcr,·
jnel<>p,:d. the NAACP v.a,r•I

11.-,cll,r,<·d.".
llw '.\A-\r.l' rcquc,r for S:'.l~K,
v.:1., !no hi::. according to Smith.
·1 ,.1st year we gave our $16.t ~JO
in npcrational huclgrring," he said.
"Sn 11\ .1hout 011,·-c•ghrh of what

we gi\·e our."
Lawyer said she thought money
may h.ive not been the whole issue
against the NAACP.
"I don't know if money wa.~ the
i~suc," she said. "It wit~ negotiable.
I think the main issue was rhe
guidelines."
Smith also said while the
NAACP did not meet all the
guidelines, ii was good that the
co•mcil did nor start granting
exl-epriort~.
Lawyer said the NAACP is not
planning to take any further action
for funding GPSC.
"Once the appeal from rhe Fee
Allocation Board has hccn served,
there is nothing else rhat can be
done," she said.
The NAACP is also qualified ro

GUYON, from page 1 - ,,,hed in order lo keep the
l'nivcrsiry newspaper from being
ahu-..cd hy the ;Klministration
"Inc hoard w,ts t-mugf.t ahour to
as~urc everybody that rhc DE
would not he a mouthpiece of rhc
l !nivc~iry." he said.
Derge said rhar while the
newspaper should do ;•11ything the
l:rn requires. the l 1niversity
administration should respect rhe
decision of the board.
"The (DE policy and review)
hoard should help rhc DE make a
u~cisinn in a matter like this," he
said. "I would b.: disappointed if
the (DE'.t policy and review) hoard
were hypassed on this matrer."
Barry Cleveland, publisher of
·111e Carmi 'limes and professional
member of the DE policy and
review hoard. faxed Guyon a letrer
earlier rhi, week rcqueHing him to

support the board's decision to
fight the subpoena.
"As a graduate of SIUC, a
profcs~ional journalist for more
than 20 years and a longtime
member of the DE'.t policy and
review board, I urge you in the
strongest of terms to resist, on
behalf of the newspaper, the
temptation to join the other
organizations ,ind submit to the
subpoena," Oeveland wrote.
Earlier this week, Walter
Jachnig, director of SIUC's School
of Journalism and fiscal officer of
the D.iily Egyptian, said the
department wants tn fight the
subpoena.
However, he said he did not
know what University Legal
Counsel's strategy woulJ be
because they were waiting to speak
witl1 Guyon.

receive funding from the
Undergraduate Student Government.
USG president Edwin Sawyer
said that the organization ha.~ not
approached USG with any requests
for funding.
Lawyer, however, said the
NAACP is currently working on
rl."qucst~ for funding from USG.

457-8495

SPEAKER: The Rev. Judith Clausen
• Local Representative, PFLAG (Parents, Families and Friend, c:i
Lesbiam and Gays)
• President, Southern Illinois Rej!ional Effort for AIDS

SPONSORS
College ol Uheral Am

The blame Center or Carbondalo

~.·· f!It 10/hfntt.

SIUC Hole! Foundation
The Newman Cat!lolie Sllldonl Center

King

*

~~

~
CHINESE RESTAURANT .• · •
. •,,Ltjlwli.Sp~cial .··· · · ·.
··

Comca~:,L1ry,onc~fNcw.Y.ork'.sfincsl chefs

)·" .::, i'iilli~~~!:?~5:;:~.;~p•j;; 'RoiiianUc MoOd\h,; (]!:gg Dr(jp~ Hot ~d s.p~~\ ,or Won ton)
F~h Scii'~n?lYcgctabi<? Slir. / ·.:. :.i
Sweet & Sour Pork or Chicken ;· . >.

Excellent FO()d

~31:1 llt:9ccoll wii~ Garlic Sauce
.
$3.50ic Bci?f\vith Broccoli
~ck~n ,viih Broccoli.. . .. ,
$3.50 Pep~ Steak
.Qtlckcn ,vith Mushrooms
$3.50 Saull'Cd Diced Chicken & Shrimp
Qli~k~n Chow Mein,
$3.50 Baby Shrimp with Lobster Sauce,
C:tiickcri \vith Garlic Sauce .
$3.50 .•· ..
Broccoli, or Green Peas
;'.Chicken ivith ~shew Nuts
$3~ :·'Shf.irnpChow Mein
'.Ku rig Bao Chicken'or
·$3so. •Shrimp )vilh Garlic Sauc<?
Shrcddec(Chickcn, Bee(, or Pork . ·..·....•.· , '. .·.• .Shrimp \Vilh Hof Chili Sauce:

Beef · .

'

$;\.50

$3.50
$3~0
$3.95
$3.95
$3.95

$3.95

11::::~=::::::::s1!
$3.95

IBHE, from page 1 - - they arc nor intended ro carry our.
Molly D'Esposito, a trustee and
representative of SIU to IBIIE,
said before the report was
approved by the board. there wa.~
much discussion and tension over
the role of campus governing
boards in funding higher education.

"Many felt the rcsport~i~ility of
fundinr college educations wa.~ up
to the individual and their parents,
and not universitie.~ and colleges,"
D'E.~posito said.
SIUC President John Guyon said
the University intends to
implement most of the report's
recommendations.

'Biofe 'feadiing • Cnarismatil 'JVorsnip •
Jnttrnationaf5fmttium 1tl.ura,snip

Guest Speaker:

Bill Snider
(D(rcctor of Project 2000 Asian Radio Mlnlstrles

based In the Phlilpplnes)

You 're Irwitctf to :Join 'Us
'I"oriigft.t at 6:30 p.m.
'Wfuzm Jiluaitorium • 529-4395

STUDENTS, FREE, FREE, FREE
No~ is your chance to be on TV,
support-the volleyball team one
more weekend.

The team needs at least on
victory to assure itself of making
the valley tournament. The whoL
team needs your support!
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. Does not include
I aortaste
for great
salads. N!)tvrilid_on ~nch I
.
•
Posto Specials; ltolcan Dinner
I Jral_t~n
_,yorks.qfart. Pcisto S~CJls orMangie Beiie
I y~W~~sitv;l¥~1l
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BUY
ONE AND
REGULAR
ORDER
PASTA
GET ONE
OF

EQUAL OR LESSER VALUE FREE;

Pets of the Week
"Callie," above, a 5-month-old
housebroken female calico cat, and
"Sassy," right, a 7-month-old
female border collie who Is good
with children, are available for
adoption at the Southern Illinois
Humane Society, located on Rte. 13
near Murphysboro.
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5ALUKI WOMEN'S BASKETBALL.
.,..,.
TOQAY
GRADUATE HUSINESS ASSN.
will host speaker. Dr. Gola Waters,
fmm J to 5 p.m. in Lawson IOI. For
detaib call Penny at 453-7490.
UNIVEP.SITY CAREER Services
will holrt a Japane~ Exchange teaching program frum I to 3:30 p.m.
For details call Judie at 453-IO-t7.
P.H.A.M.O.S. v.ill meet at 6:30 p.m.
111 the l\.fockinaw Room of the Stu•
dent Center. For <lctails l·Jll Jimmie
at 529-5957.
CYPRIOT STUDENTS ASSN.
will meet at 6:30 p.m. in the Missis~ippi Room of the Student Center.
For details call Yiannis at 529-1460.
H'NAI B'Rffil HILLEL Foumlation v.ill meet for a potluck and "'Lct"s
go lo the movk-s"" at 5 p.m. in the Interfaith Center. For details call Heather al Hillel.
AIR FORCE ROTC will hold a
VeterJns Day Repeat Ceremony at 3
p.m. at the Old Main Flag Pole. For
details call Bany at 453-1667.

UI\IC WIU, hold a benefit dinner
for a \\inter break trip to Mexico from
6 tn 7:30 p.m. at the Newman Cc..-nter.
For details call Karen at 549-7387.
lickct, arc S4 for students.
SIU VETERANS CLUH will panidpate in the Vcterait~ Day Ceremony ac 3 p.m at the Oki Main Flag Pole
and will host a Veterans Day Reception at 6 p.m. in the American Legion.
Food :md drink will he provid,:d. all
\'eterJns arc welcome. For dctails call
Scott at 687-2455.
RED CROSS BLOOD DRIVE
will be held from 2 to 8 p.m. in the
Rec Center.
Nffi

SATURDAY
BETA GAMMA SIGI\IA Honor
Society will have an Induction Ceremony at 2 p.m. in the Illinois RlXlm
of the Studcnt Center. For dctails call
Kenneth st 529-3395.
H'NAI B'RITH HILLEL Found.1tion v.ill meet from I to 4 p.m. in thc
Video Lounge. of the Student Center.
For details call Mirian1 at Hillel.
PRO-REC will hold 3 on 3 Basketball from 3 p.m. lo 2 im. in the Student Center. For details call Nathan
at453-1181.

SUNDAY

#AP

SUNDAY

2:05

Salukis
vs

U'NAI H'RITH HILLEL Foundation will meet from 1-3 p.111. in tl1e
Ka.\k:15kia and Mississippi Rooms of
the student Center. For details call
Hillel.
AHATE OF ILUNOIS Southern
Freedom Oiaptcr will hold it~ annual
Toy Drive at 2 p.m. at Diamonds in
Colp. For details call Chris at 5497433.
QUAKER (SOUTHERN Illinois
Society of Friend~) will mL"CI from
9:15 10 11 a.m. at tl1e Interfaith Center. For details call Tom at 549-1250.
FELLOWSHIP OF Ouistian Athlete.~ will host speaker, Darrin Fletcher from the Montreal Expos. at 6
p.m. in the Stud•!nl Center Ballrooms. For details call Danielle al
457-7846.
CAI.F.SIIAR ro1.1c,· •• Th• dudllnt for
Caltndar 11nm k ID a.m. l•o pubtkaliun daJ•
hr fort lht nrnt. Tht tltm 1hould ht tJ pt•
Mrlttrn .and must lnclud~ 1111\r, datr, pl,u~,
admkslon ro,,I and 1pomor or t!N, t,rn1 and lht
nam• and trlrphon• or the prnon 1uhmlt1Jni
lht llm,. Fonm fur ailtndar 11nm art a,allablt
In 11N, Dally F.s:,ptlan nr•,roo.n. limn >hould
IN, drll..,:•d or malltd to th• Dally E111pllan
Sr,uroom, Communlatlom Bulldln,r. Room
IU7. No <• trndar lnrorm• llon "Ill bo 121rn
onr lht tdtphonr.

P.M. ARENA

AAU
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THE OFFICIAL
PIZZA OF SALUKI
BASKETBALL a
Come watch the Salukis

begin
quest for the NCAA Tournament

602 E. Grand
..

49 1111
·
-

~~ ,:!

r------,r------,

n.~. --.
YOUR Nf X T R!(C:11 I

'.'JOVL

Hours:
Mon.-Thur. llam-lam
Fri. & Sat. llam-3am

R,\Y COl I f <,I

Learn in sm,11 dassa lrom top profeniona!,. Specialized majors in Advertising
Design / Gr,1p/,ic Oesisn, lll1111ration, Interior Design; Fashion Design, FashiO!'l
Merchandiling & Management. Transfer up to 60 credits toward a BFA or
BA degree. Spring term begins January 9, 1995. Call for a Catalog•.'

RAY COLLEGE OF DESIGN
Chicago Campus

Woodfield Branch Campus

401 North W•b.1h AVffilc
Cl,;aso,lllinois \0611

1051 Prrimrttt DIM
ScNumburs, IILnois 60173

1-800-351-3450

1-:800-314-3450

Sunday Noon-lam

:~::~:
One Large Any Specl~ty Pizza
I
I

,

II
II

I
I

=..~ :
-niewoms

: Two Toppmg: :
:$6.99
+tax: :I $9;95+tax
:I
I
o
LlmlledTlmeOffJr.AddlUcllall

Explrcs Nov 3

1994

L-T~~;;!:!;h;...J ~---~.:..-.J
SIU and Papa John "s

A Winnin

Team

''-P:Jte9

November 12, 1994
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Friday
Peef&Eat
.
tra, Large Shrir~p

Half Pound $2.99 _•. ·
FuR Pound_....;$_.s_.9_B_ _ __

;uliiael

. :1 ..

with Wild flban:n
from St.
loals
·"'"------"""""'• ..;;;.;;...
______-r_~.

Sunday

live Jazz With

~~vc.,,

Go with the flow
Patrick McGlnty, a graduate student In college student personnel from Boston, Mass.,
donated some time and blood Thursday afternoon at the Student Center. Friday will be
the last r1ay for the drive, which will be In the Student Center Ballrooms from 11 a.m.
to 4 p.m. and In the Student Recre_!itlon Center from 4 p.m. to 8 p.m.

s1u·c law students to

make case
at annual Moot Court competition
By Benjamin Golshahr
Staff Reporter

Six SIUC law students will participate in the regional ruund of the
45th annual Moot Coun Competition this weekend in Milwaukee.
R.J. Robenson. an SIUC associate law prufessor and the coach of
the moot coun teams. said this competition is the oldest and biggest
ap-pellate advocacy competition in
the country.
'The National Moot Court Competition has appro11imately 170
schools and about 250 teams nationwide," he -aid. "'Sinl'C it's so big it is
brukcn down into two levels of competition - the regional and the national."
The nation.ii competition is divided into 1-l regions aruund the country. SIUC\ ret,?ion (Region Eight)
is the large,t of them. in rcnm of rhe
numhcr of schools and rc-.ims entcn.-d
wilh 14 ,chnols ,ponsoring 26
learns.
R.J. Robertson -aid SIUC's rrack
record for advancing to lhe national
level over rhc la.~t five years ha.~ defied the odds.
"Statistically a team should win
the regional competition and advance
to rhe national competition every
se-ven years." he said ...Though
SIUC ha.~ never won the national
competi1ion, in the last five years
we've adva'!ced three times - in
1989. 1991 and 1993."
The SIUC law students are evenly divided into rwo teams. one com-

"/ think we stand a
real good chance to
advance. I think
we've learned a lot
frorrJ last year's
competition."
-Jim Bentivoglio
posed of thinl-year law studenl\ and
the other of second-year law students.
On the thinl-ye.:ir student team are
Jim Bentimglio. Kim Kuhlengel and
Melissa Mitchell. The second-year
ream's studenl~ are Jim Cutchin. Jennifer Raffety and Amy Wolfe.
Bentivoglio said the SIUC teams
have a good chance to ad\·ance this
year.
"I rhink we stand a real good
chance •.o advance," he said. "I think
we've learned a lot from la.\t year's
competition. We know whal lo e11pect.''
Robertson said this is a hanl competition to win.
"It is a very, very. very difficult
competition to win," he said. "Each
year many schools crank out e1tl-cllent student advocates."
Robertson said the actual fonnal
for the competition closely follows
actual appellate court proceedings.
"(Appellate court) is where parties A and B have a dis!)ute and

bring it to trial. The trial d~-cides in
favor one way or the other and the
losing party appeals (the decision)"
The competition. on the regional
level, is broken down into two parts.
The team~ must first write a paper
defending their position in the case.
known a.,; a brief. The papers are reviewed by the judges. who are lawyers, and assessed a point value.
For the second part of !he competition. which is this weekend, the
team is called to verbally argue its
position before the judges. The team
is a.~ked questions by the judge during this part of the competition
The first ruund of winners fmm
the 26 teams will l'Ompete against
each ocher. Those 13 winners will
compete again. and so on down to
the la.~t two teams. A team can advance to the na1ional level if it places
either first or second. The natinnal
competition is set up in a similar fashion.
He said the studenL'I have worked
hanl for the la.~t thn.-c months preparing for the compe~itfon. . ...,. -.
"Our studenl~ have worked real
harcl." he said. "I think our students
have done well in our practice; argu- ·
menL'I and have wrinen good briefs."
Bentivoglio said Robenson has
done a great job a.~ a coach for the
teams.
"R.J. does just an outsta'lding
job, far above and beyond the call :
of duty," he said. "Any succt"ss the'
national teams has had is directly
attributable to him."

Visiting artist to lecture tonight
By Aaron Butler
Staff Reporter

The School of An and Design's
visiting artist program will present
David Ireland's "Environment, Place
and Home" tonight - a lecture by
the man Art in America magazine
says "challenges the difference between art and non-ar? ." •
Jerry Monteith. director of the visiting artist program. said Ireland is a
difficult artist to detine - the very
reason he is so succc.,;sful.
"Ireland is the most difficult to label. difficult to characterize artist I
have ever seen. His work.,; are so subtle they can very easily be missed
altogether by many observers," he

said.
Monteith said Ireland's art \)ften
turns architectural space into sculptural space, keeping many of the
properties of the original architecture, while modifying the piece to
affect the observer both through the
original and add~ characteristics.
"What is and what was there acl
together," he said. "He (Ireland) does
this better than any artist I've seen."
Ireland de.,;cribcs his art as part
of his life, occurring in the r;rocess
a.'\ he lives it He says he "activates"
his works rather than crc:-.~tes them,
for in his words, "you can't make
art by making rut." .
.
Often using everyday materials
such as cement; soil,' pl:!Ster, ·chairs

and wallpaper, Ireland "recovers
the significance" or these obje<;l!,:
acconling to a Hayden Gallery periodical.
Born in 1930, Ireland worked as
a printmaker, a fumirure refurbish- •
er, importer, and photographer. He
is well known for the restoration or
his home in San Francisco, .which

::rp'!~~f~i:::~Jfn~i~n-

HisworkisexhibitednttheMuscum of Modem Ait"in·New York
and San Francisco, and at the M.I.T.'Gallery in Cambridge, MA.
Ireland will lecture and·show
slides or his work tonight at 7:00r_
p.m. in _Browne Auditorium, 124
Prukinson Hall.
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S<mthem Illinois Unhcrsity at Carbondale:

Entertainment
Briefs
• Fabricating: Suede Chain

By Dave Katzman
Staff Reporter
hilc 11111~1 hands need
1i111c 10 develop from
seed to nower. it has
not taken long at all
for St. Loui,· 9 Dav, Wonder 10
hloom.
·
9 Days Wonder began in April
1993. when singer Ellen Persyn and
her husband/ha~sist Tony moved to
St. Louis from Phil:tdelphia. The
cnuple placed ads in local music
papers lo obtain other members.
receiving a good response. They
~enled for guitarist Steve Scon. a
gradua1e of the esteemed Guitar
Institute of Technology in Los
Angeles. and Sieve Held. a widclyinnucnced drummer.

W

returns to Ca,bondale this
weekend at Hangar 9 where the
band will open up for Girls
With Tools. The hand. based
alternately in Champaign and
St. Louis. will return again on
Dec. 4 when they open for the
Drover., at the Hangar.

Within six months of its inceplion. the band released iL~ fin.t CD.
"Garden of Black Roses:· produced
by Tony. ll1e record rclea.-c party al
Kennedy's in SL Louis packed in a_
full-capacity crowd who bought 80
CDs.
Ellen said she writes her best
lyrics when she is alone.
··rm someone who really struggles with depression and the music
is a way to re)ca<;C that - ifs therapeutic:· she said.
Ellen said that although her .
music is mostly mood-inspired, the
band will occasionally play a new
song and the lyrics will just now
from her.
"Closer" wa~ inspired when Ellen

!"ee WONDER, page I I

• What a Guy: Rumor ha,
it that Buddy Guy will pcrfonn
here in early January. Guy has
earned a spot at the side of the
best in the blues business with
his screaming guitar and heartfelt. raw singing stvlc. Guv la,1
performed -in Carbonda·k in
1992. with Blues Traveler. al
Shryock Auditorium.

• Bowl game: TI1e College
Bowl Campus Championship
will begin at 10 a.m. Saturday
Morning in activity rooms
A.B.C. and D on the third n,lor
of the Student Center. College
Bowl is a Jeopardy-type contest
pining student teams against
each other. Alex Trebek will
nnt be present.

Photo Courtesy of, artist

9 Days Wonder will make its Carbondale debut
Saturday at flickers. Cruces will open for the group.

Guitarist plays with Wild Abandon

• Folk off: Cousin Andy·s
Coffee House will not rrc~n, a
folk hand this friday because of
a pre,·ious commitment in the
hall they use. The music will
return on Nov. 18th when
singer-~ongwriter Candy Baker
will present her original folk
music. For more informa1ion.
call 529-3533.

.3-piece band influenced by R&B sound
By Paul Eisenberg

.
B

Entertainment Editor

Photo Courtesy of artist

Billy Engel's Wild Abandon will play
at Pinch Fenny Pub Saturday nlghL

illy Engel has been playing guitar with
wild a!iandon for more than IO years,
but he has been playing with his band.
. Wild Abandon. for only two years.
Engel performed in Carbondale many times
during the late 1980s as part of the band Arrow
Memphis before heading out to the West Coast
to play with Bonnie Hayes. who is now a member of Billy Idol's band.
He returned and played guitar with St. Louis
bands Fairchild and Jake"s Leg for several years
before cutting out and starting his own b:md.
Now with Wild Abandon, Engel plays .. poprock with a R&B influence.'' He also covers
songs from the likes of Jimi Hendrix and the
Doors.
"We rearrange the music to fit a three piece
outfit," Engel said.
He said he also likes to cover music from
roots-rock and R&B bands.

"Like Los Lobos and the Fabulous
Thunderbirds:· he said. "'The kind of stuff thai's
interesting and doesn't get on the radio that
much."
Engel said his guitar style is unique. but he
cannot help being influenced by people he
likes. including Jeff Beck and Shawn Colvin
guitarist Stuan Smith.
The band·s first project out of the staning
gate was an independently produced recording.
"It got some airplay and got some nice
reviews," Engel said. "but it was an independent production, so nothing much came of it.··
Despite having played so long without much
commercial success, Engel is still going strong.
"I really love playing music." he said.
He said his next priority is to go back into the
recording studio to produce another compact
disc.
He will be joined by Bob Jones on bass and
Mike Ehrhard on drums for the show which
begins at 9:30 Saturday night at Pinch Penny
Pub. There is no cover.

• Fool party: The American
Marketing Association is hosting a one-on-one pool tournament at Detours Saturdav from
7 to 9 p.m. The grand prize is a
Peavey Falcon electric guitar
valued at $300. O,her prizes
include Christmas beer steins.
Budweiser T-shirts and free
pi7.z.as. The entrar,ce fee is SS.
and panicipants must register
from 6 10 7 p.m.

Jllore BRIEFS, page I !

The List
E11terwinme11t Reporrer
_Dare Kat~ma11 fists fire of his
all-time famrite albrm,s.

Weekend jams
Today
Cousins - Nighthawk (Classic Rock)
9:30p.m .. SI
flickers - Droogs (Alternative)
9:30p.m .. SI
Patty's - Fair Warning (Van Halen
Trihutcl with Rusty Sunshine 10 p.m .. 53
PK's - Slappin' Henry Blue 9:30 p.m ..
no cover

Saturday
Cousins - Nighthawk, 9:30 p.m .. $ I
flickers -

9 Davs Wonder/Cruces.
(Altemati~·e) 9:30 p:m .• $1

Pinch Fenny Pub - Billy Engel with
Wild Abandon (R&B) 9:30 p.m .• no cover

Pll's - Slappin· Henry Blue 9:30 p.m ..
no cover

Sunday
Cousins - Jerf Anderson Trio fea:uring

Conductor to play oboe part
By Dave Katzman
Staff Reporter

T

he 30-member SIUC Chamber
Orchestra will present it, first performance Sunday evening in Shryock
Auditorium.
Edward Be11yas. who conducts the SIUC
Symphony Orchestra. is also the director of the
SIUC Chamber Orchestr.i. In addition to directing the perforinance, he will play the principal
oboe part for the 'first piece. J.S. Bach's
"Brandenberg Conceno No. I in F Major.''
"That kind of thing happened all the time,"
Benyas said. "When·these pieces were written,
there were no conductors."
Chamber orchestra~ are smaller than fullsi1.ed orchestras, and they play music typically
from the Baroque an_d Classic.~J eras of the 17th
and 181h Centuries, when fewer instruments
were used.
, .
."l11 ~ 1?~ fentwy. they (orc,he.,tras) tend-

ed to tic 25-30 people," Benyas said. "By the
time you got to 1850 or 1860. there might be
twice.or three times a~ many.
. "Older composers -wrote for the instrument,
they had available. As orchestras got bigger.
composers wrote for larger orchestras."
As time progressed. more instruments found
their way into orchestras. Clarine.ts were
invented in the 19th centurv. and tubas and
trombones, which. had exisied but were no!
used in ·orchestras, were added;
.
. .. .
The·on:hestra began in August. whe1_1 ]knyas
came to SJUC. The orchestra pfo1,c:r"was
scheduled to practico! every Tuesday and
Thursday, but because the orchestrn is comprised ~f people from all walks of life, there
were n~ as many people pre.<;Cnt on Thursdays.
"I took the initiative to establish the chamber
orchestra, because we didn't have as many
playets:Thursday nighis," Benyas said. Since

~~~- P,atie~J I

Rita Warford (Ja7.z) 6 p.m.; no CO\'er

Pinch Penny Pub -'Mercy (Jazz)
9:30 p.m .• no co\·er
11·«A1•11,f mlr11tl11r i.< 11 list t,j lil'e ,.,-,,nr, 1:nin,:
"" ill C111fu111d,1I,•. Tt, he i1i.·l11drJ. plrme bri11,: a
,i,,1,· ,l,•111;/j,1g 1l11• ri-,•11t to tl1l'_ D.E. N,-u·.tn1on1.
C-.~11111 I :!-17. SIUC. !>i1h111i.ui1111 ,lm,lli11,• fr Tur.«lt1,1:
n11·

I. Dead Kennedys Plastic Surgery Disasters: Jello
Biafra's political obsen•ations
(and accusa,ions) backed by
excellent hardcore punk of all
tempos makes. this !In e:,sential
in any self-respecting punk
reeker·s collection.

~Y,911-first start'plCl)'lng mu~ic~ your ,¥tives are pretty sick. You play
fqf validati~, you play to get-laid... these ore not very pure motives.".

- Drummer Terry Bopio

2.. Beastie Boys Pauls /Jo11tiq11e: The 8-Boy·,
least successful album showed
that rap music can go beyond
P-Funk samples and Old:School beat~.
3. Slayer - Hell All'aits:
This opened the doors for an
onslaught of speedy death
metal bands. Slayer was the
first death metal band to write
, silly Satanic lyrics which went
.. beyond a fifth-grade \'OCabu. _.lary.
.,

4. ~ Raygun -All
-Rise: Naked Raygun was a big
· factor in the Chicago sound of
thC'late I 980's, before it was
. corruptingly commercialized.
· 5. Je!lus lhard ·_ Uar:
At _the tender age of two. this
. album is proof that not all
Chicago music is regressing
back ~o Cheap Trick.
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lctJSTOMER APPRECIATION WEEKI
Large Thin Crust Pizza
1 Topping

$5.99
(add $1.50 for deep dish)
OFFER GOOD 11/7/94-11/14/94

Fhoto courtesy of artist
Fair Warning will give a tribute to Van Halen tonight at l"atty's in Detours.
·
·

Band imitates Van Halen
By Aleksandra Macys
Senior Reporter
avid Lee Roth and
F..ddie Van Halen might
be seen panying on the
Strip tonight - or at
least the look-alike members of a
Van Halen tribute band might.
Fair Warning. the Chicago-based
Van Halen Tribute band will
appear at IO p.m. tonight at Patty\.
in Detours. 760 E. Grand Ave.
Mike Szromba. who portrays
David Lee Roth. said being a cover
band is the key to the band's
success.
"lt"s the whole idea behind the
madness:· Szromba said.
The band. also consisting of
Paul Defrancisco as Edward Van
Halen. Ed McGrady as Alex Van
Halen and Jim Peck a~ Michael

D

Anthony. has been together for
seven year.; and plays Van Halen
songs based on that group's first
six albums.
·
3ongs such as "Jump,"
"Running with the Devil" and
"Top Jimmy" are some examples,
along with new David Lee Roth
songs and songs Van Halen did
after acquiring Sammy Hagar.
Szromba said the band adds
some spontaneity to the songs they
perform. as Van Halen did during
many of its performances. because
all of the band members have their
own style and grew up listening to
different types of music besides
Van Halen.
··we do have the Van Halen
sound and we look like them, but
we're musicians. not actors."
Snomba said.
He said some bands !ook like the

Look._ qootf, feel qootf.
Custom fit bras antf .iotfg shapers
~ for al[ women, for al[ occasiott.5.
~Specializing in mastectomyfitti.ngs
- 'Breast forms in al[sfcjn tones
- Sizes from28Jt-52££
- from $28.95
'Breast forms 6g ktive & Jolee

band they are imitating and some
bands sound like the band they
imitating, but Fair Warning has a
combination of both.
"We sound like them and just
happen to look like them too," he
said.
Szromba said the band has
improved over the years. and they
still have fun performing.
He said the band ha~ done some
originals. but docs not perform
them on stage because the songs
do not seem to click with their
usual audiences.
He said the band tries to make
sure the audience is having fun,
and even if people do not enjoy
Van Halen's music. they will have
a good time.
"If you like to go to bars am.I
have a good time. you'll have fun,"
he said.

are

r

LINDELL W. STURGIS

WONDER, frODl page 1 0 - -

MEMORIAL PUBLIC SERVICE
AWARD

gotten into poetry writing if I didn't
have music as an outlet."
9 !Jays Wonder is on the fast
track to a record contract. The
band's press kit is very professional,
and they have an information line
and monthly newsletter.
"lt's a major goal just because
there's so much work involved."
Ellen said. 'There's two things on
our Christmas list - a good. solid
1w'ndrkie 1Wla~thl.•:1"d a manager we ~Id

Established iri 1979, the Lindell W. Sturgis Memorial Public
Service Aw~·is presented by the SIU Board ~fTmstees to an
SIUC employee to recognize public service effortscontributions to the community, area, state or nation-based
upon activities unrelated to his/her job responsibilities.

began to wonder what a friend
thought of her.
"Ifs looking at my personality
from someone else"s viewpoinl and
kind of feeling sorry for them
because they have to try to figure
me out:· she said.
"The song is about how everyone
is that way. Everyone is complex.
Wouldn"t it be better if we were
happy all the time'! It would be very
simple and nice, but that's not
reality."
While her lyrics now pa~t the ear
with the rhythm of poetry, Ellen
said she doc.~ not write poetry.
"It turns poetic when I put it to
music:· she said. "I might have

BRIEFS,

from page 10
• Off the ole Miss: TI1c
Radiators will perform at
Mississippi Nights in St. l.01.ifa
tonight. The Cramps will
perform there Saturday;
Fishbone is slated for Nov. 16:
1-lclmet on Nov. 17. The
American Theater features
They Might Be Giants, Nov.
13-14. and The Cranberries.
Nov. 19.

CALL FOR NOMINATIONS

Deadline for nomiilatiom: December 16, 1994

Please direct nominations to:

a

0

The band is currently talking to a
couple of Memphis-based labels..
9 Days Wonder has recently
upgraded its home studio to.·16track digital and. besides recording
demos for other local bands. may
begin recording its second CD.
"We've written-so much more
belier stuff," Ellen said. "We've
matured as far as 111usical
direction."
Ellen said that Scott was more
into jazz-oriented guitar, dis!iking

the alternative vein. New guitarist
Tom Bramer is filling the void
nicely. "We've alw.1ys wantei:I an
aggressive, guitar-driven style," she·<
said.
This s•.yle contrasts nicely with
Ellen's 'oeautiful, Annie Lennoxinspired vocals. While not sounding
completely like the singer of
Eurythmics fame, her self-backed
vocals entwine themselves around
the other strong instroments'like
doublt: helix;
The combination produces the
same situation as when one hand is
placed in hot water and the other in
cold-thebraindoesn'tknowhow
to proce.~s the information, but just
accepts it for what it is. This mish•
mash of sweet and heavy should
pandertocrowd~ofbothcxtremes. :
9 Days Wonder will make its
Carbondale debut Saturday at·
Flickers. 718 S. Illinois Avenue.
The show begins at 9:30 with
opening act Cruces. Tickets are SI.

Mr. Jack R Dyer
C:ommittee Chair

University _Relations· !'
913 s: oalciaitd
For more inf'!!!'J¥'?~ p!ease ~al~153~5306
_,,;i•.--_.u

,-

SALUKI BASKETBALL
~OSTER NtTE FRiOAY--7:05 P.M.
·t. ~-,.=~ -~~~ 'f ,- :_:·:z:~fe~•<I!fr'
OBOE, from page :l.O}
>
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pegin·

instrumentation was limited,
The Bach ·piece wil(
chamber music wril n for fewer Sunday's perfonnance, followed by•
pieces was chosen:_;. .
.
Franz Joseph Haydn'~ "Sympho~y: .
Sunday's performance features No. 39 in_ G Minor."· After,. ;
past and··presenl SlUC faculty. as intermission, Park will solo on the •
soloists. Violinist Michael Barta. last selection, "Piano Concerto No.·
horn players Dan _Phillips .a_nd 23 in A Major, K.488,'.' :,y Mo:r..artc:
• rlew Relea!.e!I: Two
George Nadaf and liassooriist ..The SIUGcChamber Orche·stnu.
dinosaurs return for this week's
Charles Aigel will all-solo,afong will debui,S,inoay nig!,t :it ?:0(fai5
new releases due out on
with pianist Sook Ryeon Paik. :...~.. Sluyock Auditoriu11l:'1icketsareS2_
Tuesday, including Frank
Park, who soloed as a student at ·ror-S11.iCsfodents and:$3-for,ihe:
Sinatra. Dink, Bob Dylan,
the Eastman School 'of Music .arid gen.era!' public and "are availabli~
Method Man. Mary J. Bligc,
with the s·amara State· Symphony'., froni:ti{e Stude:nfCcnter:'ficket".
and two compilations, 'This is
Orchestra in•Russia;·said shdikcs · Office or-i1t:the'door. before the:'
Tcchno" and "This is
-· pl~ying _with ch~~r orch~µas_. perf~. ~-~ i~on;,
Offensive."
"Smee t!ley're a smaller group; the call the School of Musi" at 53:.-....__ _ _""""'"'....,_.,,_.,._.,..
__...,___________._.. '!..~~~-is more intimate,"she sai.d:
MUSIC.

" ' ; Ul(RAINIAN.

ts JN~r~QNA~ .,·

IE~~E::=:~=E~~Z::i::~~=~====:.J

________ _________________
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Since his victory Tuesday night, Mike Bost, newly appointed state
representath,·e for the 115th district, has been·busy answering
congratulatory phone calls. Bost plans to stay In Carbondale for
reasons of accessibility to surrounding communities.

.--.~~ .... 4.

1
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-Staff Photo by Jeff Gamer
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can at least be the c~m~ander-i~-chi~f.';
:·' .,: ·· ~-- ,;:·
:. ~·
:,: : . ·
• Nevertheless, one of Clinton's foreign
WASHINGTON_;_Just as President policy headaches could come from North
Clinton· seemed to. be enjoying some Carolina Sen. Jesse Helms, a conscrvafr.c
~: successes abroad, 'administration officials and ·' Republican slated to become chairman of the
"experts arc concerned that.U.S. foreign '-Senate Foreign Relations CommittL-c. Helms
· policies-in the Middle East; Bosnia and has opposed virtually all foreign aid. arms
clsewhere,-may face serious obstacles and control treaties, U.S. support for Russia, and
ideological conflict in the new Republican spending for the United Nations.
· Congress.
·
•
Several Republic.in sources suggested that
The president, in his Wednesday news incoming Senate Majority Leader Bob Dole
conference, voiced the hope that the of Kansas may seek 10 persuade Helms 10
Republicans would follow in "the best stand aside from the chairmanship because
· tradition of foreign policy-that politics will ·his ·combative style and ultraconservative
stop at the water's edge.''
views could be an embarrnssmcnt.
But a seriior administration orficial told
But a Senate Republican foreign policy
Ncwsday · that although "the need for adviser said Helms is expected to claim the
consensus is greater than ever before ... 1he chairmanship in January. And although
risk is grea1 that 1he presidenfs agenda will Helms may be al odds wi1h more moderate
face roadblocks 1ha1 were not lhcre before the Republicans, most of his views on major
election.''
.
f<>reign policy issues arc now "within the
Bipartisanship.in f11reign policy wa.s crucial Republican consensus.''
as lhe nation faced the dangers of the Cold
The Republican source added, '1bcrc is noi
War, said Richard Haas, a former National a lot of support among Republicans for
Security Council official now with the foreign aid, for the support Clinton gives !o
Carnegie Endo•vmenl for International Peace.
Russia. for peacekeeping and the Uni1cd
But in the rost-Cold War era, the need for Na1ions."
tlpartisanship h,Ls faded, he said. And now
Nevertheless,
olhcr
committee
"there will be a lot more congressional Republicans. including Sens. 'Richard Lugar
scrutiny of foreign policy and a more active of Indiana. Nancy Kassebaum of Kansas and
opposition 10 thl" prc.~idcnt."
James Jeffords of Vermont, rcpresem a d<!t!p
Ha,L~ expect~ Clinlon to lake a grealer role strain of internationalism among Republican
in foreign policy, for wi1h lhe domestic moderates and have generally supponl-d mo,t
ag~nda now in the hands of Republicans. "he administrnlion fnn:ign policy 1:ffons.
•

GOP likely to increase defen~e, reverse cuts
Los Angeles Times

WASHINGTON-The
Republican takeover of Congress
· next January is expected to lead 10
a noticeable increase in defense
spending and heightened pressure
on the Clinton mlminisir.uion to cut
back U.S. participalion in global

expected to press· the Defense
Dcpartmenl 10 speed up
developmenl of new weapons
designed to defend U.S: troops
against ballistic missiles on the
batdcficld- considen:d a point of
vulnerJbilily for American forces
now.
GOP lawmakers have _bridled

peace opcralions.
Although no major revamping of
the military is likely. analysts say
GOP lawmakers arc likely to try to
rcvcr.-c defense cuts by adding ·up··
to $20 billion· more to the
Penlagon's coffers over the next
lh·cyears.
The ReP,ublicans also a,r~

over the adminislration's plan to
speed up the pace of the defense
cutback. They also have criticized
adminis1i.,;ion decisions to deploy
U.S. lroops for peace operations.
including those in Rwanda,
Macedonia and Haili. Republicans
say those operations siphon off
badly n.:eded operating funds and

'Please t~lve. B.lood
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e\·entually cut into military
readiness.
The "Con:racl With America'·
1ha1 House GOP leaders drafted
before the election called for
resloring money the administration
cul from defense and reimposing
bu.:gcl restric_tions designed to
protect ii from mids by Congn!ss.

• •

Someone is ¢oUriting _qtl you!
Date

TODAY

New Longer Hours!

Time
11:00AM~·4:00PM
2:00 PM - 8:00 PM

_;, _ .·Location -

..

Student Center
Recreation Center

1 I

Novembtt 12. 1994
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Local bar offers setting ·for coL1nter~ulture
By Paul Ellenberg
Entertainment Reporter

In the 1950s, they were called
beatniks. Throughout the ]9fi0s nl
1970s, they were popularly called
hippies. No label has been invl.fled
yet for members of the cultural Ullderbelly yet in the 1990s, but there
now is a Carbondale venue for the
line art~.
Lynn Goodwyn has organized the
event, offered each Sunday evening
al Cousin's bar.
"I'm working on a suspicion that
Carbondale ha~ an undercurrent a creative art.~ community that functions 36S d.1ys a year," Goodwyn
said "People who like line art~. music - especially jazz. poetry and

good warm conversadoo."
The jazz is provided on most
wemnds by die Jeff Andman 1\io
and Rita Warford, as well as anyone who wishes to go up and jan.
"Jeff Anderson. plays straight
aheadjau. like Keith Jam:u and the
Miles Davis Bloc NOie stuff," Goodwyn said.
Goodwyn said he also is trying to
Jlush out nmsicians he has heard of
to come out and jam.
''They tell me there's a bas.,; player in •he area by the name of Diddler. We want to flush him out. You
see, there's a lot of good musicians
in the area, arid we'd like to see tJ.em
here," he said.
Goodwyn said he developed a
1a.~te for jazz as a child

"Before .rock 'n' roll - before.. • a whic:le ·for~ spolell word. Ii to American culture than what's
Fals Domino or li'le Riclmd oace .WPS bip to be OD the stool; found on die Strip."

!hat's Whal was OIi.die radio," lie Even Frank Sinatra and Sammy
'lbl!le is IIO dress code or cover
said. "Once you de¥elop.1 laste for , Davis Jr. used a stool in lbeir Ids. chage for die weekly event.
dial. that's w1111·you lislm to. You rmtryingtohringlllltback." .
"Come u you are,"' Goodwyn
don't loae lbat."'
.
Goodwyn a:aed die iq,adlll0e aid. "Come enjoy die music. die atGoodwyn bas experience in dlis of nmllic:allUralism in bis project.
mospheR and die good vibnmons
gcme, because~ once was die ad"Carbondale bas. a very strong of truly beadifu1 people."
tural director for a Olicago city col- muJdcukural COlmlllllity," be said.
The Magnificent Stool is. open
lege, whm: be brought in acts lite ~People from all over the world · each Suoday night at Cousin's bar
Freddy Hubbard, Elvin Jones aDI! come hm to scbool, amd we owe it · starting at 6 p.m There is no cover,
Gene Ammons. .
. to them to show chem thm's more . although a bat may be pas.,.cd.
For ~ g or escab!ished.poets,.
~I
I .
I
One Medium

r••~••••••••-r•••••••••••'I

~:1::i~:~1o:s.=~~ Sunday. Buff
t
the event, and I didn't want call it I
. .e
to

Get One Buffet
!{::1:uf;rfi=
:;tthe~~~ =
HaH Pn·ce
en word, and I thought of the stool I
Ith
• w purehaseof

just an open mike," he said. "I ram-

I

Tobacco hearings may cease=
· · •
Newsday

WASHINGTON-A House in\'CSligation of lhe tobacco industry
is ;1bout to go up in smoke a.~ one
resull of the change 10 Republican
leadership in lhe nexl Congress.
Rep. Thomas Bliley, R-Vi!., who
is in line to head the House health
and environment subcommittee, said
Wednesday he would stop the highprofile hearings on tobacco conducted by outgoing Chairman Rep. Henry Waxman, 0-Calif.
"I don't lhink we need any more
lcgisl:11ion regulating lobacco," Blilcy said in a newspaper interview.
Bliley, whose district's largest private t>mployer is the tobacco company Philip Morris, also promised to
lighl any federal efforts to regulate
tobacco.
Waxman responded Thun.day that
he w;t\ "greatly dismayed.. by Bliley's comments.
\Vaxman said in a st:itcment lha1

tobacco companic..,; were "just beginning to provide the subcommittee wilh hundred-. of boxes of previously secret documents."
He said a thorough investigation
of the documcnL~ and 1obacco industty practices would have been his
top priority.
In hearings earlier this year that
included testimony by the chief executives of the major tobacco companies, Waxman sought to show that
the industry had concealed the hcallh
dangers of smoking and had been
aware that nicotine is addictive long
before the U.S. surgeon general
reached lhat conclusion. Under questioning by Waxman, the industry
executives denied that smoking is
addictive.
Bliley - who championed the
tobacco industry during the hearings - received S96,040 in campaign contributions from lhe industry between 1987 and July of this
year, according to a tabulation by the

~
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One Medium

Regula.rPrlceBuffet
fC!r

One Topping
for Only

$3· 99

~s:!~~t:;:::=:~:iilI
Walker Menyman, a spckesman
for lhe industry-sponsored Tobacco I
Institute, said he is encouraged by I
Bliley's impending ascension to I
power, although he n'lted the indus-1
uy's ~blems "are not over yeL" •
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Carry-out • Banquet Facillty • Cocktails
We are open 7 days a week
·
Lunch Buffet Mon-Sun, 11 :00-3:00 $4.65/p
Dinner Buffet Sun-Thur. 5:00-8:30 S6.95/p

20 Dishes Included. Secame Chicken and much more

CLARION SO-WATT AM/FM/CASSETTE/CD CHANGER CONTROLLER"

Chinese Seafood Buffet Weekend

A really good stereo for under $200? Sure. and
. ,.i~ Hur.dred Dollar Deal. not only are )'Ou already
p,gs fly. We"d be skeptical loo if this deal v.eren't
. ~ - · · saving $100 on the terrific unit abo,e. but you

Frt.-sat. 5:30-9:30, $8.95/aduits
CRAB l.Eos, loBSTER MEA,I,. Sc:Au.o_ps,
SHRIMP, FISH, APPETIZERS, SAi.AD BAR, uESSERT BAR

22 CHOICES:
.

✓.-~~'

from an authO~ C.lan..on Car Audio spec.. i a
.
lis.
• ..
can also get up to $100 back on a complele
They aren t flyby-night. selhng-from-the- .,
·.
Clarion system.
back-0f-a·van shuckme1sters. They're audio
•
It's a great deal on a great car auclio product

AND MUCH MOREi

ALL YOU CAN EAT!

canv out Is we1come1

1..

1285 E~ Main, East of university Mau

J

1mm

Clar·1on·

- - ----....

pros dedicated lo selhng and Installing
hIgt,.quallty car audio systems.
And during the Clarion Car Audio

special Price and complete Menu for Banquet
Call 457-7666 for Detalls
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:C~_intQ'1 hints: at. shift to:right
losAngeleslines

Democrats would have gotten
greater credit
A confused and worried public
was reacting to personal anxieties
and to governmental processes they
found "mes::y," and often "almost
revolting," he said
Foretelling a likely shift to the
right, Clinton suggested the election taught him that he needs to
refocus on the centrist agenda that
thrust him to national prominence.
He returned to phrases and ideas of
his 1992 campaign.

·

WASHINGTON-Sounding
frustrated and weary, President
Clinton complained Thursday
about the judgment or angry voters
in the mid-term elections and sent
new signals that he intends to move
rurther to the riglit - away from
the liberal wing or his party.
In a downbeat assessment,
Clinton told a Georgetown
University audience that in "normal times," he and other

MAKE

FHDING
THE HUNGRY
VOURGQQD
DHD-FOR
i·

THEDAV.

Happy trails
Julia Meyers, a resident of Wayne City, and her horse Thor lake an afternoon stroll
Tt,ursday along with Shelia Hicks of Carbondale and her horse Missy. The two were
headed down South Wall Street after touring the University's campus.

Iraqi sanctions hinge on U.N. demands
inva.sion and half-year occup:uiun.
account for about 625 mi\sing
Kuwaitis and other nationals. dis•
manlle its weapons of mass
di:.,truction and protect the rights of
minorities such a.s Kunis and Shii1e
Muslims. said White flouse
spokeswoman Dec Dec Myers.
"hcforc we c-.m even discuss lifting
1he sanctions."

late. and lr:iq is so distrusled, say
U.S. and allied diplomats. that it
will have to go funhcr before ii can
eM:apc 4-year-old economic sanc1ions.
TI1e Saddam Hussein regime will
firsl have Ill comply with olher
U.N. demands: that it compcnsalc
Kuwait for property stolen or
destroyed during its August 1990

Ncwsday

l.'NITED NATIONS~ Iraq.
,q111:c1cd hy a world uil cmhargo
k\'icd to force ii lo gi\'c up the
dream of making Kuwail ils IIJ1h
pro,·ince. finally recognized lhe
lin~ emirate's independence
Tiiur,{jay.
Bui 1he aclion is wn little ton

The Boy Scouts will be picking up
Scouting for Food Bags on Saturday,
November 12 to help feed the hungry
in the area. Bags will also be accepted at any Boatmen's Bank, or Illinois
Magna Banks, through November 18.

Rtmtmbtr...Yoo're Filling More Than aBag
BRAND NEW COMPUTERS, lrom
$400 upl Any COftliguralio,, a,,o~.
'57.f!.766, altir 6pn '57, ..026.
IBM LAPTOP PS NOTE 386, lox
modem, extru ooltware, $900. Call
Sml, 536-8693.
_.860X MULTl·MEDIA, lull lower,
Sound llmllr
ctmm, 3.5• &
5.25°, Wondaw.3.1, 0...6.2, 1".-.00

I

"'°·
~i1=~~r:'~u';.'

I

Electronics

I

Miff r«W ZENITH Siona color tv,

CLASSIFIED

CLASSIFIED
. 89 fOID BRONCO I XI.T, Cdcle, 2
WD, 75,500 ml, garage lap,, d.mil
S. d 806 N Jg,__ 457-6278.
88 CBfBRITY EUROSPC)qf, V-6, all

=~S4~9';°J;;W.57~- p«fect

~J;t;:,~~-~. t:l.lV•

CLASSIFIED
l978MERr.£0£.SBOaA.50SB.-,

,.,.,-.,....nrool,iJ-'~
.,.,, , _ irurio,, -

Antiques

mnd, $3200

ii .._
~

abo.5"9-7058.

AM At.n'O SAlfS buys, 1nD1 & NL
can. S. u1 d 605 N. lllnci1 « call
5"9·1331.

NU.Y'S ANTIQUU &
lllnOIUC CIIAnS

Ollr~Tlw-docod.clll-.

~~'~

~"'rc,;.:-w:.:;

•--------·
Computers
I.Iand u..lS,-,,.

C.::~;unicolion1 building on
~.12·5Sun.·
DEM. OF THE wmc, 89 MilMl,W,i
~_5?.000S2,:f_• !:.'.!f..c.5_pa, goocl
_

91 TOYOTA CEIICA GT. Red, load.d, 86 NISSAN 200 SX, ol f'C"'W', avi•,

_.1,ux ...1. 75,000 ml warranty.

$12,900. 687-263...
90 J.NK'.O. ~ROOf, A/C, 5 ,pd.
Mullgo.Ca11Kri,529•3"69oh.5.
90 BLACK TOYOTA TERCB, .U,xxx
mi, doan, a/c, am/lwn mu. $S7()()
abo.687•2.679,i....~

".,:Cal"'"' 11'-'
_;..,, _

2-_....,..._
5 29
5 _•---__
_. . ,
85 HlR fOID T~. ci.., insic1a &
ou1.M,11 ..u11ooabo• .S.9·7297,il
MlffDcl$

... . . _ , . . . . . . . . .
85 o«YSISl lASEI, 5 apd. a/c, am/

~=--=~"ti:"'1111.Mull..t.

L

....., " ' 7 ' 7 7

p rta&Service

a

I

~Aur~,::r~
=.. . . -Jr...i~70h · 893·
STEVE THE CAI DOCTOR Mol,,'le

T.ti:~:.=""--

AUTO PAINTING IEASONAIILE

11.AltS, brcnl ~ wen
c-:90c-:N~ISSAN:-c-,,-,-24-,0_SX
__SE_.--'R--'ad,:..,-mn/lrn-.:-i M MAZDA. IX 7, ~ nariot, goad ~13,n-lomio,,.Cal
cau, oulo, a/c. 67px ml. S7900 abo. body, run1 wol, 5 ,pl. aui•, sum:,al,
Call ~9-9672, '-• mauaga.
$2950. 529· 1779.

;~"le"'e!!~.9M~. 5e'a :i7. :!-i~;.~.:..,~r."cl
~1.2::t!'a'ti°SOO: ;-r-c.::,t; 5"9·196A.MnrNI.
78
7
0

22_. $2.695, 86 Q,ic $1995. 85 SID
C/IMN/.0, A."- ""• """good,
Pie.up $1795. MA Auto, 605 N. ,-A-baml,rnany,-parts,$1500
lliroii,.S.9,IJJI.
abo . .S.9•5510.

R

Motol'C)'Cles

~:

I•

HONDA

Aoo

•

•

:1

INfOQl.51'. Now

--~5'2-5283.
w PmtONS. HATCHED 8/2l/9A.
l60 aa,edi!'9wol. Samnd gorac:dioft
...-bred. '87-3066,Aal far Sml

1)•-------

PC hnla, ~ HUCE US. We ,,,_,,.....,

•I

L

Do~andllpsp,,doo.5'9-3AlA,
d06S..lirmis.
AuclX>ns & Sales
MACMOSH COMPUTER
.,.,_ rdocua pi,_ CH.Y $500. REA MARKET 3 1111 ,-!h al M1-.
Cclc:hnsd&00-2&\\-5685.
on 127, ~n fri/541/S.n, 9-5.

-a. -

OMHlltOt.u..JPC..,-PConln.

•

......_ ...,.._ 61A·3119.,..

AT&Tcolor,.,.,._.,,._;c,I. Toonlor 6M·2U2.
IU.E.00CSUSEDMMTUR£15111in.

d61!17·2222.

---------

1~111 ca'!'P•• lo Molanclo. Good .MACIIITOa NN wh ......i, C'DAIE, GIGN-ITIC NO/HG SAIE,
p,ca. cWwe,yo,ail. 5'9-035.1.
..... & p.-. _, . . . . '500.
pn.

::,1;::.;.:t;.:.:::..•·5
•· ..._ . ., . .
.

BEDS, 01fSSER, llESK, cauch, loblo, 1.•Cal.:::.M:.::.;d:..5'9-6~.:,:912.:,:::_ _ _ _ ~•~
••:;.;;.:--;.-;.-;-.~
••:-..;;.:..-;.-;-.~
••n.r;.:T;--;-

=.';¢.i:::~:-•,

~cir~~~

L

Musical

=~

•

•
TASCAM MULTITIACIC SAlE In
~
3}";.:

w.~ani1..a...:iequipnwi;w.

KorenS..\\-7387.
sALE

Furniture

I t::1.~~.~
-::=•

Y~WZscoomtU)O.Cal

,oa

I

Pets & Supplies

•

& OA CH&T ICTo bobieal
t-EW lENTH Siona color 1V1 Heallhy & '-ing. Gnd Clwuimm
& YClb, $ ~ Seit, ...i tv, & ,-..1 $100. 549-3'Sl.
YCRs far $75. S:U-7767, Cdole.
:;=llAH IU'PIES, S125. Call

.56.cl .... '57-0280.

~~-~~-~~: __ .. _. _. __ . ___ ..... ___ . --

~

•A•ut
........ ...... ,:
o

.

-.. . _

All Drivers

Short&Cong

Health ..........Term

:
:

Motorcycles & Boats :
Home & Mobile Hornes :
AYALA
:

1Nsu-- -c•
457::--

~~
'""'"vnov

COMPUTERIZED :
·:*ENGRAVIN~:

:

ON PLAQUES AND TOOPlllES :

wn11

:

YOU~2~'i~~!~~ERING :·

61a-54~"'!s.~'''':

. _! •••

ACROSS moM

~

?~!Rf!;!'~~~~-··°¥' ....
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~.:-;~. . . ~· '·: ·.. ,. ~.;

ROOMMATE WANTcD. NICE quill

V--, dean & furnish.I.
S290/mo + low uh1. '57·49.U.

CAO.

I

MALE RCXJMMATE NEEDED avail

Y.:'.1mi'.: ~5~ :r;~low£t:

Coil '57·2623, asl< lor Jell.

I

Commercial Property

FUil SfRVICf PRIVATE olficu,

w/

~~~&-'---room.
FAMILY HOMES, 3 ~•s, R• I

$515-700/rro, NO PETS.
'57-6538.

fEMAlf SUll£ASER NEEOEO to .hare
5 bdrm ho.,.., on Mi11 St, a/c, w/d,
lum. $215/rno. 763•A901.

2 IDRM HOME W/ di,hwa,her,

~RJ.~b~~~

MURPHYSOClRO

:::w:~•~ ~1k1

IX:M'NTC7,YN.

All

~~=i::,u

llrip, w/d, d/w, c/a, .,..,,1 Spring &
tlitiH paid,'
7
529
_Su_.,...,
__
'9_5·_
_-0430_._ _ _ _ I IIIAI• NO . . . AffORDABlf &.ing.

::•..:..~:..~t:~$1~;;
_rno_._'57_·'4_22.
______

I

PROFESSIONAL/GRAD 11udenl
....dad lo ,ublom. lor lg 2 bdrm '¥·

:;.:.:.:;.::S~w"1.•

may

-:-~-2:-ISE-·SHP-S-HI_RING_J_ __

4

(Ca,1,bmn

A05E.College.529-22Al.

;583_ 25 ""n-

I
=

C'

•

Mobile Homes

:26·

::

SUSI.EASER NEEDED fOR clean, quill
2 bdrm lownhou.. on 618 E Campo•
Dr. w/d. d/w, 1 Hbo!h,
a/c. 684-6060or 529-1312.

laa1e through Aug 1A, 1995, call
L...68_A·A_1_..s_&1_or_SA_9_-9_78_3_._....J

1 RORMAl'TAT90AW.Milfor'f":ing
Dec, $260/mo

! J ~ a F U ~ ~ ~ t i ~ ~ 1539.
ma~duiie,.6Jl5'9-6966. i,BRAN--t>-N_e-H_l_A_wxle_'_mcbi_ile_""'___

wal..-

ind. 549.2939 or 529-2871.

I

·

!,::°s~; i'%~1%".~· _:: ~l~~:;!,;,l':t~A'=i
belie,,e.Ca0Morlcat457•0633.

1

apt

Oec17,$200/mo549·0811.

.iii

nice,.-,

BRAND NIW 2 BDRM
al
, LOOK AT THIS
a,a,1
514S WallS1#9.1 wblocnernooded.,1
1~&Jbdrrraat5165Poplor,

;~~;.!\.ti;"

~~lfor~ ~qu~

1 i,arl

i:f..d. 1.;;j

& ,unvner 95. Avail

c,r

/mo'! !r

_________ !
j

lrorn

.,__ ,,_,

Mt 3 8~Mll(S

Al.AMA IIINOYIIDII
SluclonbNeeclecll Ful.nglnduslry. Eam
up lo t~,OOO•t6,000 • per

Limited Offer

,.i.,!:!;.~ -529~ month,

~lc/C::t:i?;11,,~!=.~

pm, do.. loSIU. 529·132'.
.12&14WIOE,lum.,carpeled,A/C,
90' ~ . a:ible,TVr

"'.'aJ, Hou..

~™!;;_~:!~~•from
~ : fat,:: :i~t~ ~:

Room

and

board I

=•::.:;~

Call(206)5'5-4155utA57.C22.

=-=o1"°c:Zi.~~

I-ON HIRING CARNG inc5widual. lo•

TWO BEDROOM
514S.~l
310W.C..0-•1

4UE."-n
5091S,tt.
4021E. Hntn

r .... - - - - - - --·- - - - -,

·iii!I 457 - 8411

1

318 S. Illinois l

INflTIONWIDE WflRRflNTYI

I•
•
I•

6 months/6.000 mllvs
Covvrs PGrts & LGbor
Costomvr Hotllnv
Complvtv Foreign & Domvsllc

I

I

I

L ~~~ -..- - - ~~~•~IE_=!. .J

529-4511 529-4611 549-6610

~~:!!,·
l'7111':!n3!3;=!.i':'~~J~ S:57;,

"::'99'n
,..'.ang.~,_and.

:.i:-~>i.llong,'lti_,..,.pad:~.

316 Linda St.
503S.fto)II
300 Pl. Ouland

FOUR BEDROOM
5035.a.....tci.

612 s. Logan
61:ZI s. Logan

SOOS.Ha,.
5035. Ha,.
5075. Ha,.

4041 S.Um.nlly
334 w. w.i..1 •:z
4021 W. Welnut

614S.l.ogen.
402W.Walm,t

THREE BEDROOM

SUGARTREE APARTMENTS
3 LOCATIONS IN CARBONDALE AND
1 LOCATION IN MURPHYSBORO

and O.solo. We olfw a,mpetilive

THREE BEDROOM
4021E.Ham
507 w. Main •2

I•

s~

No~~Sbll,;Ndecllorbusy
Holiclciy/Sc,rinQ/Su.,.,,.-,,.

GUARANTEEb SUCCESS! Guide.
19191929·'398 E,it. 23010.

;;.~;l 7$ 2 50
5~- l 820':"""' ubr,,ry. 529·3581
IUIXPIHSIVIAl"Udaan, 1 or2 ·PARKVIFN~lfHOMES.
Ama,IL62906.Call833•3223otl·
VERY NICE l BDRM apt in'?""• furn,' bdrm, 2 blks from Roe, fum, mc,,e in
8OO·A87·5315, 01~ lor Heother.
wa!o, & tra.h ind, bw util, 5225/mo. loday. 529-3.581 or 529-1820.
E.O.£,
Call 529-5555.
t_ CLEAN & 1ARGE 2 SORM, I BATH, 1 - - - - - - - - - - - 4 - - ' - - - - - - - - - I
4 BDRM 1-0USE on Faresl 3 bloch peh okay, quia salting, ran! neg, call·
from SIU, nood, l lemole f~r Spong/ 549-0837 or "53·2434.
Summer 95. $185/mo. 549-9926.

lo•~=

Let's Make a Deal!

1
;==============.t
2 ~WJTHlulba-,oubideol EARN P.JG SH+ FREE TRAVEL!
VERY NEAR CAMPUS at ,oa S
from dale
Eu,q. lllcll
Pcpar,C'dale.EJ<tranice,carplled,
a/c,lurnellicierqlorono.Gradot
lawllludonrprolened.Nopm.Only
$21O/mo, <JYail immed or Jan.

0uiel.avo,10oc.'57·6863.
fEMAlf NEEOa> Jo, Spring, 2 bdrm
lrailer, $18O/mo + ulil. Clo,e lo
Campo,. Robin, 529•'646.

:..7'.,;,...~~=~~-~: ~:,=-lial~r-' ....W.
1218ot '57·4210.
• Cd! 111805962-8000&1. &-9.501.
:::,~ife..2 ~!Y'i!! :1, ~-~-i,~~1: ~:
bdm,: li-,ifl9 ,,,;,,,,, ~Ida,, 'rro!h.-in- lram 19 dmigna. FrM ~ 1-800-

5115.llqa

FIVE+ BEDROOM

. ....

5125.. ........
~

COMMEHCl,\I.
7015. .....
IOJS. . . . .

We're
going
out on a limb

~~/

- Lewis Park Aparbnents
~Xpe!'ienee tlle dillerenee.
• Pool
• Tennis
~•Weight Room
1&1 • Laundry Room
Patios
• Dishwashers
L ·• Small Pets Allowed
Minutes to Campus
• Flexible Lease Terms
• Furnished or Unfumished
• Pr••l.euln• 1,.2,3 and 4

.=--= •

c,..·•

.......

Call Today About Our Specials
800 E. Grand 457-0446

'
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...... o. a..llfF

·yOUJH OUTPATIENT COUNSBOR,
Marion, II, raqui,_ Maslen [?eer•
and d.nomlral.dorianldion lo tl.i 1orye1 pcp<Jk,lion, of

l!od..lon

AttwM-, .......

BUY • SBl • TRADE • APl'ltAlSE

~~u:':'
~~oor..:.....~
oon lee. Paga,- & voica mail (loll '-1

~

with 2 , - . wcmufu~ in

IIUDAU.CAaN

OU>· NEW· SF£CIAI.JY ITEMS

U INSTANT CUN U
WANDDTO UY
GOLD • SILVER • DIAMONDS·
COINS
JEWE!RY • OLD TOYS • WATOiES

=51~;:~. ~-r!::Z

Franij,-,n, IL 62896,

sp,c,x.~

:,~~~~i~.

•

hnd ...,

~~~-=· ~":'.

!

lffJ%Ifi¥m5HFJJFi1l!II. ~::;:... ....~

c..:.~~----

;~,~~~~;1

~':'il9~ngshcppor.,~u1..t,POI
Denhom Springs, LA 70727.

1

.

.

:.r;ti~>::

I
~~~;
j with a Ph.D. I am ~ -

~=.·=·=
DAN'S MASONRY & Waterpn,oling.

! _Col_l_S4_9_·S6,--?2::-:.-::--:=-:~.--

937-3-466. ,

I HORSE BOARDING

~~fou~~~~:e:;:: •~r~~:,"'•

~t;rr:'~'.~t!1~

~w=.

1

a1

Shy-Mo<: Farm,

~~

WANnDt We buy_,, TV,, VCl!s,
comprt • u, llereos, & musicaJ

equ;p,....... _wotlring/nc,t A.57-7767.

DUI from $225. C.,, accidonb,
ps,onal injuri•, gon.ulprama,.

..

Wanlldlll lld.icld. & Sludonl
Orgcmization1 lo Promole SPRING

.........
,......

llO• DT L nux_

BREAK '95. Earn....,__al NON£Y &

~

ii!S

BUY/SEU/PAWN

Happy 30th

fREf lRPS. lnllr-c...p,, ~ 1·
800-327-6013.

From the UMSC

CUii

•

Can you

C.arbondale
5'9-6599.

aewARD FOR PICTURES OR v;cleo of
""'1iclo ,,,me! .,... in J,.,,, cf 600 S

gobble?

Univar1i.v (Weit 1ide of laundry

WO<ld)

on S.2 10/29. SA9-8A01.

==•~:,~~-~o:7~r:;~f

aqu;pn.,,, ......long or nol A.57-7767.

LOST CAT GREY
pow>, noor W

w/ while bel)r

&

College & s-.iilg,,.

~ - 549-9796.

lound Salurday. Call
idem1y.

•

aa1LY YA• IUUPO IA•

IION b SI. I.aw AirpMt. Be.I Tra,._
S00-28H278. c..oup-......-w.i..
6 ,_.. of PIICMN SBMC£.

•••••••••••••••
• The Ladles of Delta Zeta •
would like to
:

;...,__ _ _ _ _ ,•

: Congratulate Our Sisters!~

: Erif!_Cawinaugh Whitney Manis :

• · laveUered
•Torrey Watterson
•

:EK :EK :EK !K :EK i:k l:K l:K l:K l:K
:EK
Sigma Kappa
:EK would like to congratulate
Jonna Mosley I:K
lavaliered to
Ben Elson TIKA

l:K
:EK

I

I<bE

• Rachel Carroll
•
pinned to
• Mark Affmnti

•

•

Alpha Epsilon Pi, one of the premier
fraternities in North America is reorganizing an entirely new group at
Southern Illinois University

AEn offers:
Social events
philanlhropy
athletics
tradition
brotherhood
n leadership development
CJ networking >pportunities

0
0
0
0
0

Winner's names will be printed

Tuesday, November 29th.

POSITIONS AVAILABLE
.
FOR SPRING
Reporter
i»tAi-ii

POSITIONS AVAILABLE
IMMEDIATELY
Photographer

AETT

On November 14th through
18th, spot the turkey in the
classified section and start
gobbling. The day the turkey
appears, if you are the 5th
caller who correctly identifies
the location and can gobble,
you win a free classified ad.

LaieJiered •
Jim O'Brienm. •

•------=ID:::...___,...________..,...•
• we wish you &11 uae bes&!
•
:EK •
love, The Ladle• of llZ
•,
:EK • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

:EK
• Your Sisters :EK
:EK :EK :EK :EK :EK :EK :EK :EK :EK :EK :EK

ABSOLUTELY NO HAZING!

Kevin!

ANNOUtlCE!dF.'1~1

~.,,._~

wa

.549-0371 lo

UGALIHYICII
Dlw-•.,_ t:us.

$3.99/min.

Unilklr Co. [6021 631-0615.

, BfAGlE PUPPY,

•

woaD P OCIUINO,
IDITINO Th,,..,., Di.....talion1, lerm
~ . rewmes, maoo><riph. Grod
xhx,I cwn:-l- 457--4666.

lo p>yd,ia ...,,,,_ 1-900-d07-6055. ex!
5093. Mu.I be 18, louchlone phone,

=~1,r_,~

pia,. 529-5635.

4.57-

AN1W1U 1o 1ough qumlion,I Talk

GOOD n,/er&"leeS.

USUMU, USUMU, that be>lj,.iofls&paslure, 10minliom~•repr"""'1 )'<>U. SAME DAY SERVICE.' _529_-4_77_0_.- - - - - : - : 457·2058, a.l. lor Ron.
BRAIDS! BRAID lo grow )'DUr hair,

THESIS MANAGEMENT SERVICES

•
See, not everyone loses
their hair as they get older

1200W.Mmn

won. • ....,..,,
4SJ'•S6SS.
$13,950. 1,800-622-6804.
HOUSE PAINTING INTERIORS/
UNIQUE BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY lor EXTlltiORS. 20 Yecn cf uprienca.
fall 95'. Malte Ion, of cm!, w/ unall "- Mlim<NI. 565-2550.
inv811menl. G<eat lo, rmume. for more DO YOU NEED private Iulo ring in
info cal Tyl«-, 536-8629.
i English, 8u1ineu or lhe Sodc,I

•

,.

ANYTHING~ VAUJE
MJDWDTCUII

Lmor, 7 days/.....1:

i,::,:,~I

-;-:--,

ElfCTIIONICS/GUNS/GN,11:S

1a11tl. . :Disserlalion&Thmi,

I

-~- ..

GOLD/DIAMONDS/JEWBJIY
p.,y

APA/3, APA/1', Tunibim,, MIA

BEAUTY SAlON • BUSY lmnily hair1
i~~o';;
Murphy1b0r0. Complete, onlyl

':ca~/

.

.

-..:
~.

Uni>torCo. (602)631-0615.

ANYTIIINO OP YALUIII
J&JCONS
821 S. IIJ. AVE '5i'·6831.

poution QUICK PRO TYPING· Reiuon~ble

r ...~·· ~'-1! ·r j.f

un10•-ot1-oea11-900-288·
338A. _, 6056. $3.99/min, mull be
18, loud.lone pl-one.

HUGE SBfC1lON • BEST PRICES

(618) 325-2453. Office A.57-1118.
THI CAIi DOCTOR Mobo1e
and names and phone nurrber:. ol ...., STIYI
mechanic. He mai... h>UM! calk. Toi~
proreuiona I references
lo
he 52S-8393.
Aclmini.tralor, P.O. Box 530, Wes!

:-rovemlJer 12, 1994

· • , : 1: , .
...

• Knowledge of 35mm photography (color and

black and white) and ability to procesa 35mm
black and white film required. Understanding
of photojournalism and experience with digital
processing software desirable.
• Requires daily morning/afternoon timeblock,
Sunday-Thursday regular work 9Chedule,
approximately 20 hours a week. Flexibility to
cover evening and weekend assignments as
needed necessary.
• Applicants should submit~ phot.ocopil!III of
their photographs with their application. Do not
submit original photographs; we cannot
guarantee that they will be returned.
Applications will be accepted until ~.sition~ are
filled. An undetermined number of pantions will be
filled for each job. All applicants must have an
ACT/FFS on file. The Daily Egyptiora is an Equal
Opportunity Employer. All majors are enC(mraged
to apply for all pmitions. ,
,.
.

• Sunday-Friday schedule, 20-25 hours a week,

daytime time block necessary with flexibility to
work evenings when needed.
• Experience or coursework in journalistic style of

writing desired but not required. All applicants
required to take a grammar, spelling and
writing test.

Copy Editor
Sunday-Thursday schedule, 20-25 hours a
week, evening time block necessary.
• Previous newspaper experience required.
• Strong grammar, spelling skills required;
experience with Quark Xpress desirable.
• All applicants required to take a grammar.
spelling and writing test.

•

Photographer
Experience in 35mm photography required,
knowledge of photojournalism helpful.
• 20-25 hours a week, daytime time block
necessmy.
• Nonna s.chedule Sunday-Thursday but includes
some evening and weekend work as needed to
cover assignments.
•

To apply: Submit an application with samples of
work applicable to the position for which you a~e
applying. Applications will be accepted until
positions are filled. An undetermined number of
positions will be filled for each job. All applicants
must have an ACT/FFS on file. The Daily Egyptian
is an Equal Opportunity Employer. All majors are
encouraged to apply for all positions.

Daily Egyptian
Pick up your application at tht! Daily Egyptian
Business Office, Communications Bldg., Rm. 1259.
Monday through Friday, 8 A.M. • 4:30 P.M. 536-3311

Pick up your application at the Daily Eroptian
Business Office, Communications Dldg., Rm. 1259.
Monday through Friday, 8 A.M. • 4:30 P.~1. 5_36-3311
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CHAMPIO.NSH_IP, f,:001: pElg~ 20:
front or we'll have the same trouble
we did al Notre I>.nm earlier in the
year," Cornell said. "We need our
first two men in the top-10 and the
next three in the top-15 or 20."
Stelios Mameros and Garth Akal
also have a chance to qualify
individually for nationals if the
team does not. To qualify for
nationals individually, they will
have to be one of the top three
runners, who are not on the top two
teams.

"Stelios and Garth are going to
have to go out early and with the
front• runners 10 qualify if we (the
team)don't," Cornell said
The meet, which will be run on a
convened golf course, will pose an
extra challenge for the teams as the
meet will be I Ok instead of the
usual 8k distances during the
season.
"Our runners should be able to
hanale the extra 1.2 miles," Cornell
said "We've been training for this
all year and we shouldn't have any

problems with the distance."'·
The SIUC women's aoss cotmtry
team will be going into Districts
with a key injury as the Salukis
could be without sophomore Kim
Koerner, who is being diagnosed
withapossiblestressfracture.
Women's cross country coach
Don DeNooo said ICoerns's injury
hurt the team during the MVC
Conference Champioaship in which
the Salukis fimshed fourth. .. ,
"Kim is one of our best runners
on the team but with her being
injured. that takes away from our
depth," be said.
.
DeNoon said he hopes his team
can continue to improve its times at
Districts.
''What I want is for us to run as
strong as we are capable of," he
said "I want aU of our runners lo
run
their
seasonal
best
performances and I would like to
see our top three runner's in the top15."
Jennie Horner and Debby

Daehler have the poiential t~ '·
qualify for nationals at this meet jf:
the team does not.
.
"Both of them have a legitimate
shots at making it to nationals, so
they will have to run really good
times,"hesaid.
The Salukis have not had a
women qualify for nationals since
VivianSinoudiditin 1987.
Nebraska, Kansas State and
Missouri are the favorite for· the
District tide, but DeNoon said do
not count out the MVC schools
"This is a strong district, but
MVC teams Drake (MVC
Conference Champions) and
Indiana State can hang with these
top teams," he said.
DeNoon also said to look for the
best competition to be for places 10
through 40, because there are a lot
of athletes who run in the 18:10 to
18:40range.
The wonien start at 10:30 a.m. on
Saturday and the men follow at
11:30a.m.

Rose Bowl bound Penn State has
Heisman candidate in QB Collins
The Bahimore Sun

In the past, playing quarterback at
Penn State was sort of like being an
offensive lineman anywhere else:
You hardly got noticed until you did
something wrong. This was the
program that produced NFL-caliber
tailbacks and linebackers, a
program that tried to turn a fellow
named Jim Kelly into the next Jack
Ham.
Keny Collins seemed destined to
become the latest in a long line of
nondescript mostly mediocre
quarterbacks, guys with big
numbers coming out of high school
who got caught in what was often a
revolving door to coach Joe
Palerno's doghouse.
First, it was injuries, broken
fingers suffered before and at the
end of bis sophomore year in 1992.
It caused Collins 10 fall behind John
Sacca on the depth chart. The initial
injury, sustained in a summer
volleyball game, reportedly put a
strain on his relationship with
Palerno.
"I still knew I was a good
quarterback," said Collins, who
backed up the younger brother of
former Penn Seate quarterback Tony
Sacca until replacing him in the
third game of last season. '1 never
lost confidence in my abilities."
But few imagined the job Collins
would do this seasrn. Going into
Saturday's game at Illinois, the 6-

foot-5, 234-pound senior has
become the unsung hero for the
unbeaten and No. 2 Nittany Lions.
He even might be the most
1werlooked player in the nation.
Collins has been the country's
top-rated Division 1-A quarterback
for the past six weeks. With a
completion average of 68.6 percent
and a touchdown-to-interception
ratio of 18-S, his passing efficiency
total (182.9) is ahead of the NCAA
record (176.9) set by Jim McMahon
at BYU in 1980.
"I don't think you ever want to be
surprised when you do well,"
Collins said earlier this week.
But Collins has caught many by
surprise. Not just defensive backs
and linebackers throughout the Big
Ten, either.
While Nittany Lions tailback Ki•
Jana Carter has moved up among
Heisman Trophy vote~. Collins is
not even on the list for the Johnny
Unitas Golden Ann Award, given
the past eight years to the nation's
best senior quarterback.
The list of a dozen C3Ildidates,
which includes Georgia's Eric
2.eier, Colorado's Kordell Stewart
and Alcorn State's Steve McNair,
was sent out Aug. 31, then reduced
to six last week.
.
"I don't want into the position of
defending the committee," said
Frank Gitchier, who presents the
award in his role as chainnan of the
Kentucky chapter of the National

Football Foundation's College Hall
of Fame. "I hope the kid wins the
Heisman."
Said Collins, who has completed
127 or 185 passes for 1,929 yards,
"It's something that's out or my
control I can't get wrapped up in
things like this."
'wi.at consumes mmt or his time
these dayi; is preparing for Penn
State's next opponent It used to be .
that college quarterbacks would
watch game film only with their
coaches and teammates before and
after practice.
Some still do, but Collins is
known for taking tapes home to
study. Aside from staying on
campus last summer 10 throw with
wide receivers Bobby Engram and
Freddie Scott, Collins said his new•
found success is in l:irge part due to
watching tape in order to pick up a
defense's tendencies.
"I have a better overall
understanding of what we have to
try and get done," said Collins, who
had no competition for the starting
job this year after John Sacca
transferred to Division I-AA
Eastern Kentucky. "Last year, I ttied
to let my ·physical ability do
everything. This year, I've done
more mental preparation. I'm
watching a lot more film. That's a
big difference."
Said Paterno: "He comes to
practice every day knowing what
we have to do."

SALUKI

FOOTBALL

LAST HOME GAME OF THE YEAR

5ALUKIS VS

# 14

NORTHERN IOWA

Job Placement for Japanese Students
Counselor: Mr. Masaharu Hada
"The Pacific"

School Entity for SIUC-N

Schedule:
Group Meeting Nov. 16 (Wed)
Kaskaskia Room 1-3 pm
(Video Session)

ln~ivldual Interviews:
Nov. 16 (Wed) Kaskaskia Room 3-5
Nov. 17 {fhu) Ohio Room 9-12,.1-5
Nov. 18 (Fri) Ohio Room 9-12, 1-5
Nov. 19 (Sat) Morris Ubrary 1st Floor
Room 103-110:30-12:00; 1:00-5:30

Gold glove Schmidt t~ be inducted
11.iewsday

NEW YORK-Some will say he
was the best all-around third
baseman ever. Some may argue he
was "arguably" the best No maner,
no one is likely to suggest that Mike
Schmidt is anything less than
deserving of election to The
Baseball Hall or Fame. And no Hall
of Fame voters should omit Schmidt
from his ballot next month.
-;n a perfect and more objective
world, Schmidt would eme11,.: in
January a.~ the fi~t player elected
unanimously to the Hall. If that
happens, an asterisk finally is
warranted. Some player should have
established that precedent by now.
Perhaps Schmidt will be the one.
When some 450-o,ld•ballots are
distributoo 10 the voting members of
1he B.L~ball Writers Association of
Americ:i Dec. I, perhaps each voter
will sci aside the silly notion that
there shouldn·t be :1 unanimou~
choke h:em1sc there never h:L~ been
llllL".

Schmidt is quite aware of the

apparent embargo on unanimity that
exists in the balloting by the
BBWM. And he would be tickled
if he were the one to accomplish
what Ruth, Cobb, Mays and all the
others have failed to achieve.
He acknowledged as much
Wednesday but preferred not to
speak about the possibility, lest he
offend one narrow-minded votet
and forfeit his already slim chance
to be the first. Aware that he
sometimes shot himself in the foot
with his own words, he was carerui
to say the right thing. Sdunidt
not opposed to campaigning-not
too discreetly either-for the Most
Valuable Player Award.
.
"It's hard for me to relate that
some or those players were·n•t
unanimous," he said Wednesday.
"But I don't want to say much. The
last thing I want to do is affect L'1e
voting."
Chances are he couldn't have
changed things; not al this stage, not
with 548 home runs, three Most
Valuable Player Awards, 10 Gold
Gloves and eight home · run

was

championships in the bank. What
could he say to ::hange voter
thinking'?
Michael Jack Schmidt-as they
called him in Philly when he did
something wonderful-was in
Manhattan Wednesday to help
promote a joint venture involving
USA Baseball and French's
Mustard's, the "Youth Baseball
Family of the Year." He is all but
certain to return to Manhattan Jan. 9
when the results or the next
BBWAA balloting are announced.
'1t's pretty clear I have a pretty good
cliance to be elected." he said with
maaer-ot-fact modesty.
Unanimous election is another
matter. Probal>ly he could have said
anything Wednesday. If nine voters
ignored HenryAaron_in 1982 and
23 found fault with Willie Mays
three years earlier, and if Johnny
Bench wa,; omitted on 16 ballots in
'89, what chance does Schmidt .
have?
"Really? I gu~ not a good one,"
he said
But who k.Mws?

~:1
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Spikers chase after SIUC·recc>rctS
By Sean Wallcsr
.Staff Reporter

Pat Nicholson's 3,034 from.198386.
·
~ ,i
:0•
Heyne said her season and career
tr there is ever a time for a accomplishments were more than
victory, the Saluki volleyball team she expected, _especially _since she
could use one now as SIUC takes was moved around so much this
on Northern Iowa and Drake in season. Heyne went on to say that
Davies Gymnasium this weekend to she is happy with the inrlividual
statistics, but she just wanted to help
end the 1994regular~.
1be Salukis need to win one or the team.
"I have always been on a team
the two remaining regular season
scheduled matches to qualify ror the that was good, but not good enough
for
a championship," Heyne said.
1994 Missouri Valley Conference
tournament for the first time since "I always wanted to go to lhe
SIUC was defeated by·lllinois State NCAA tounq, and the only way to
get there is to win the MVC
in the scmilinali: :01989.
With the pressure for a victory tourament.
"It would make my career to win
mounting, Saluki fans will put their
trust in a variety of SIUC players the tournament and go 10 the
NCAA
tourney."
who are setting Saluki career-high
Heyne isn't the only Saluki
school records.
SIUC is led by senior middle climbing the SIUC school record
blocker Deb Heyne, who moved lists as outside hitter Heather
into fourth place in all-time kills at Herdes is only six service aces
SIUC last weekend Heyne le; only behind Locke's fifth-best mark or
eight kills behind Saluki head coach 79. Herdes had a career-high eight
Sonya Locke, who is currently in aces against Creighton last weekend
third place in the SIUC record to put her in a second place tic with
Mary Maxwell and Jan Tremblay's
books with 1,147 career kills.
Another or Heyne's other career eight aces in September or 1983.
rankings at SIUC includes attack Herdes in currently No. 12 in career
percentage, where she is No. 4 all- service aces with 113 just two back
time with a .267 career percentage ofBarb ark.
Heroes said this is the first year
behind Chris Boyd, who hit .268
froml981-84. Heyne is also No. 4 that her jump serve has worked, and
in spike attcmpiS with 2,699 behind it has helped the rest or the teen by

•

1

keeping theiroppooemoff'guard. .
"Ille aces and goocl'serviog bas
kept the other teams olf balance,"
Herdes said
"If they can't get good passes,
then they can't run their oll'ense, so
it has helped us a lot."
·
Herdes is also in eleventh place in
career statistics in kills with 794,
assists with 155 and block assists
with 153. She is No. 12 in spike
attempts with 2,051 and sixteenth in
games played with 300 under her
bell.
Setter Kim Golebiewski, a junior
rrom Amherst, NY, can pass
teammate Kim Cassady's careerassist mark of 1,718, which is fourth
in SIUC school history, this
weekend. Golebiewski only necds
59 more assists 10 move into the
No. 4 slot. With 991 assists this
season, Golebiewski only needs 22
more to tic Martha Fimaher.for
sixth place for single-season assist
record

Ca<;.~ady is No. 10 in the all-time
career rankings for digs with 667,
and is No. IS in games played with
311.
Another outside hitter who is
making her mark in the SIUC
reconl books is junior Beth Diehl
Diehl is No. 8 in career-digs with
763 and No. IS in spike attempts
with 1638

BANG, from page 2 0 - - - ASSISTANT,
linebacker am! sometimes they'll drop

their kili~ play expecting to win and it
comes out in their play.
"'But I know our kids are '!:-:cited
about playing them because for some
reason. when you play a team like
Northern Iowa. it's ea.~y to get those
competitive juices flowing."
UNI has had its troubles at
McAndrew in the past, though. like in
l9'JI when the D;-:.vgs knocked off the
Panthers 21-20.

Hov.·e\-e:-, UNI re(Xlid SIUC in their
last two meetings for the upset in '91.
beating the Salukis 30-25 and 49-17.
Panther tailback Jeff Stovall, who
scored three touchdowns against the
Dawgs in last year's route is back this
season after lighting through a hand
injury and wide receiver Derrick Wanl
has emerged as one or the Gateway's
most dangerous offensive wcipons.
But the main reason for UNl's
success this season lies on the
defensive side or the football, where
Panther linebacker Andre Allen is a
legitimate pn,spect for the NFL draft.
""One or the most impressive
defensi\·e performers I've seen in this
league is Andre Allen." Watson said.
'"He i~ tlx- real deal.
'"They kind or play him like
Lawrence Taylor. They play him off
the edge, they rush him, he plays

fl'JII

him in coverage. He comes dO\m the
backside cJge and runs do11,11 plays on
the other side of the field."
And in order to help neutralize
Allen and the rest of the Panther
defense that ranks in the top-three in
every defensive category in the
Gateway, Watson said the Saluki
offense will have to empha~ize its
alignments.
"I think play-action pass is
something that we're going to have lO
be very efficient in doing, as well as
dropping back and throwing the ball
on time."We're going to have lO ha\'C
a very rundamental, solid game plan
that features fonnation adjustments."
The possibility for a Saluki upset
Saturday is always in the back of
Watson's mind and he said a victory
wouldbeagreatrew:1nlrortheplayers
after such a trying season.
"It would be a big win, there's no
doubt about iL But they all are because
or what we're trying to gel done,"
Watson said. "These kids have always
given us a good effort. They fought
their tail ends off this year.
"A win ai;alnst a te:im like Nonhem
Iowa would be a very important win
for the program. no doubt about iL"
Satunfay'skiekoffisat 12:30.

from page 20A graduate of Eastern Illinois,
Watson also acts as the teams
academic advisor, which is a
duty he takes extremely
seriously.
''The thing that I really like
right now more than anything
else is we honestly have kids
that love to play basketball and
for the most part \Ye. have a
group that is overall committed
to getting adegroe,Watson said
''That's wh:it it's all about
because it seem,; like we'\'C 1,rot
things in proper perspective.
When I wake up in the
morning it's off to work- and
it's not something you have to
do, it's something you want to
do."
Rich Herrin still has three
years remaining on his contract
at SIUC and it's hard to
imagine a day when the nine
year dean or Missouri Valley
Conference coaches won't be
stalking the sidelines for the
Dawgs.
But when the time comes for
Herrin to step aside- will
Watson be the man who takes
om- the program?
"Everything will r.alce care or
itselr. I never dreamed when I
sat in that eighth grade class
that I'd be sitting here talking to
a ~ as an assistant coach
.atSIU,"Waason said. "Irl wort
hard; good things will happen.
The good Lord will put us
where
supposed to be and
we'll see what happens from.

we're

there."
Regardless of where he ends
up, though, Watson said.the
people of Southern Illinois have
already made a lasting
~ o n on his life.
"This is a great, great.
community to be a' part of
because they arc so ~ungry_ror
success and they are. so
supportive," he sald•. "I think
the people of Southern Illinois:
as a whole would give'you the. · ·
shirt off their b3ck if)'OU really~
needed itano·that's the neat:
thing about this._\whole:
environment." , •
· ,.
, The Salukis : open : their·
exhibition SC$CO tonight td the ·
Arr!la against Ukraine.I .
· Tipoff is sl!lfed for 7:05,

It's timt to make holida,iifb now.
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, The Craft Shop has agreat selection ~
of.stone, ~ass, and·rnetal beads.
czech Trade
seed
Pony
Lapls
Turquoise
Gamet
Peruvian

Rose Quartz
Tiger Eye
Hematite

Pearls
Amber
African

Pearls

Trade

Jasper

African Mud
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Sports
Assistant gets chan~ to l_ive d~ITI
By Grant Deady
Sports Editor

Saluki men's basketball assistant
coach Rodney WaLwn is living in a
dream world.
As a child growing up in the small
1own of Paris. WaLwn ne\·cr wanted
anything more than to be a basketball
coach.
. "When I wm, an eighth grader, I
wanted to be a high school coach and
hopefully be wilh a learn that won a
stale championship. WaLwn said.
"I just fell into so much talent at
Coullerville High School and then at
Madison High School and saw an
opportunity while I was single to go
get my masters and have an
opportunity to work at the college
level. One thing led to another, and I
j11..1 lucked out into a grc.it situation."
WaLwn posted a 73-34 n.--conl at the
prep level before accepting a job in lhe
college r.ink.-. at Nebraska-Omaha in
1986.
After one season with the
Maverick.... Watson made the move
south lo Carbondale and joined the
Saluki pmh'r.un a.. :1 part-time a.•,sislant
to head coach Rich Herrin.
But over the summer, WaL..an made
another jump to full-time a...sistanl
when Ron Smith left the SIUC
program to become the head

1rm

rm

&a rm

Autograph_ session tq be held
Fans on hand for tonight's
Saluki men's basket&all game
against Ukraine will get the
chance to meet SIUC players and
coochcsafterthccontcst.
A Saluki basketball· poster
autograph sc...sion is scheduled to
take place on the court
immediately following the game.
Fans wanting posters signed
will be a...kcd to make a donation
10 SIUC's Morris Library; but,
ba...kc1ball coach and athletic director
al Allon High School.
WaLwn, who is married and ba... two
children, said working under Coach
Hmin is the i~I situation for where
he's at in his L"ill'CCr.
"Coach Herrin is the grcalcst guy
for me bcc-J11,;c his philoi-ophics ju.~t fit
in pcrfL--ctly with where I'm at in my
life, he said. "Professionally, he ha...
allowed me to do so much. I told
people we get to do everything except
call time-out.. and make substitutions
and that's what you want when you're
trying to grow professionally.
"And personally, he allows 11.. to put
family first and expects it. It j11..1work...

Saluki head coach Rich Herrin
said a contribution will not be
mandatory to get a poster
autographed.
"We will ask fans wanting
autographs to make a small
conlribution lo the Morris Library
Fund, hut that will be voluntary,"
he said. "We'll be re.idy to sign a..
long as there's anyone there
wanting their poster autographed."
Ttpoffis at 7:05.
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out h'TCal with our family situation."
Upon accepting his new position
with the team, WaL..on ha.~ taken on
some new chores that go beyond j11..1
tutoring on the hanlwood.
.
"Being able to go off campus to
recruit is the new added n:.~ponsibility
and hopefully we'll have an
opportunity to sign some kids,"
WaLwn said. "I firmly believe that the r,,,~
program •Jgns them (recruit..) and not
just one individual. It's a total team
effort between the University, the
S1aff Photo by Shirley Gioia
community and the basketball
Saluld men's beskelball auiatllnt coach Rodney Watson
prugr.un."

.
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see ASSISTANT page 19

helplld guide Junior forward Scott Burzynski through a
scrln.,19ge 1hls week Ill practice. SRJC holds Ulcrlline Friday
In ml uhlblllon game at the~ starting at 7:05 pm.

Cr0S$ COu~.tea~s- chance to
advance tQ· N@ional,Champions~ips
By:DougDurso ·

·

Senior Reporter
The SIUC's men's and
women's cross country team goes
up against the best learns in the
region Saturday for a shol al
advancing to the National
Championships.
The District V Championship
meet at Southwest Missouri State
will decide who goes 10 the
National Championships on Nov.
21 at Fayetteville, Ark.
To qualify.for an NCAA hcnh
the Salukis must finish in the top
two at Dislricts of receive an at•

l~ebid.
SIUC men's cross country coach
Bill Cornell, said the Salukis, who
won the Missouri Valley
Conference Championship on Oct.
29, have a rcalislic shol al being
oneofthetl'ptwoteams.
"Iowa State is ranked founh in
the nalion and I don't think we can
beat them but I think WC can beat
Oklahoma St. (ranked 12th) and
get the second spot." '
. In addition lo highly-ranked
Iowa State and Oklahoma State the
22-team field includes Kansas,
Nebraska and MVC foe hosl
Southwest Missouri Stale. ·

Th~ Salukis will have· to run
without last year's . MVC
Champion Neil Emberton, who is
out do to illnes.~. ·Junior Neil Lisk
will fill out the seven~man roster
for the District meet.
"Everybody ha... to be ready to
go and realize they have to run
their best to pick up the slack,''
Cornell said.
He said the kcy,in a large field
like this is lo get oul early and nol
gel caught in the pack.
'1"hey are going to ha\·e to listen
to me this time and go out to the

see CHAMPIONSHIP, page 18

